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A review of the current VIA Net Loss plan was made using a simu-
lation model of the transmission characteristics of telephone connections.
This model allowed the determination of the optimal loss which balanced
the degradation due to talker echo and the degradation caused by its control
on primary speech. The review reaffirmed current methods with some
changes to allow for the emerging digital network.

I. INTRODUCTION

In any telephone connection, energy can be reflected back to the
talking customer at any impedance discontinuity or at any junction
between four -wire and two -wire circuits. This energy manifests itself
to the talking customer as an echo of his own voice. If the reflected
energy has sufficient amplitude and delay, it can be annoying and can
interfere with the talker's normal speech process. Through the years,
considerable effort has been made to reduce the amplitude of the talker
echo by using impedance -matching procedures. However, it is not
feasible to completely eliminate echo. Loss is therefore introduced into
the connection to further attenuate the echo energy. The amount of
loss needed increases with the delay of the echo signal relative to the
talker's voice signal.' This loss also attenuates the talker's voice signal
received at the far end of the connection. When the amount of loss
needed for talker echo control causes undue degradation of the received
voice signal, echo suppressors2 are inserted into the connection. Echo
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suppressors function by selectively and dynamically changing loss in
each direction of the connection in response to talker activity.

Currently, the amount of loss and the distance at which echo sup-
pressors are applied are determined by the VIA Net Loss (vNL) plan.
This plan was developed about 20 years ago.3 Since that time more
extensive use has been made of carrier systems. These systems have
considerably less propagation delay than voice -frequency cable sys-
tems. Thus, there was a question whether the amount of loss specified
by the VNL plan could not be reduced and the distance increased at
which echo suppressors are introduced. Also, there was some question
as to appropriateness of the through- and terminal -balance require-
ments used to specify the maximum allowable amount of impedance
mismatch, and it was felt that some simplification of the loss plan
could possibly result in some operational and economic benefits.

In addition, it will be possible with the introduction of the No. 4
Toll ESS switching system.' for a digital trunk to be switched in digital
form to another trunk without requiring digital channel banks to
decode the signal to voice frequencies. However, present VNL design
rules require loss to be introduced after the receiving channel bank
equipment of each trunk. In a digital office, this would require either
that a signal be decoded, loss inserted, and re -encoded ; or that the
encoded digital representation be changed by digital processing to a
lower signal level. Either of these techniques would introduce additional
cost and transmission impairments.

Because of these questions, a thorough review of the methods to
control talker echo was initiated. This review included examining
the appropriateness of using loss, balance requirements, and echo
suppressors for talker echo control. To achieve this review, a compre-
hensive program was initiated to determine the transmission charac-
teristics of the network, and to develop by subjective tests the relation-
ship between measurable parameters and customer opinion of the
quality of service. (The results of these studies are being published in
other articles.1.5) These studies were then used in the development of a
computer -simulation model which allowed the investigation of the
optimal trade-off between the degradation due to talker echo and the
degradation caused by its control on the primary speech. This paper
reports on the results and recommendations arrived at by this
investigation.

II. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

This review examined the appropriateness of various methods for
talker echo control on three types of connections which, although not
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all occurring today, may all occur in the near future. These types are
(i) connections using analog or digital facilities switched via analog
switching systems-referred to as the analog network, (ii) connections
using only digital facilities switched digitally-referred to as the digital
network, and (iii) connections using portions of both types of networks
-referred to as the mixed analog-digital network. This review led to
the following recommendations.

(a) The VNL plan provides nearly optimal loss for connections over
the analog network, and need not be changed.

(b) Some simplification of the vm, plan is possible. However, at this
time, there appears to be no significant improvement in quality
or economic benefit in making a change to such a plan for the
analog network.

(c) There are significant quality, technological, and economic
reasons for having a different loss plan for connections using the
emerging digital network. The recommended plan is (1) a
fixed -loss plan from Class 5 to Class 5 office of 6 dB for all
lengths of digital connections and (2) the establishment of the
nominal transmission level for digital toll offices of - 3.TLP (trans-
mission level point) ; a change from -2 TLP of analog toll offices.

(d) The two loss plans for the analog and digital networks are
compatible. Connections using portions of both networks have
transmission quality intermediate between that of the analog
and digital networks.

(e) Terminal balance requirement objective should be that the echo
return loss distribution for all types of toll -connecting trunks
(Tar) should achieve or exceed a distribution with 50 percent

22 dB, and none less than 16 dB. All trunks connected to
digital offices must meet this objective. This should be viewed
as a long-term goal for other offices. Currently, two -wire trunks
on analog switching systems will be allowed to meet their
present lower requirement of 50 percent >_ 18 dB, and none less
than 13 dB.

(f) The present through -balance requirement at a two -wire switch-
ing point appears satisfactory. The through -balance require-
ment states that the echo -return loss distribution should achieve
or exceed a distribution with 50 percent > 27 dB, and none less
than 21 dB.

(g) In general, echo suppressors should be applied at a trunk length
where the improvement in transmission quality outweighs their
inherent risks. Based on these considerations, echo suppressors
in both the analog and digital network should be applied on
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Table I - Regional center -regional center echo suppressor
application rules

Echo suppressors should be applied on all RC -RC trunks except:
White Plains-Wayne
White Plains-Pittsburgh
White Plains-Rockdale
White Plains-St. Louis
Wayne-Pittsburgh
Wayne-Rockdale
Wayne-St. Louis
Pittsburgh-Norway
Pittsburgh-Rockdale
Pittsburgh-St. Louis
St. Louis-Dallas
St. Louis-Norway
St. Louis-Rockdale
Dallas-Pittsburgh
Dallas-Rockdale
Dallas-San Bernardino
Dallas-Wayne
Dallas-White Plains
Sacramento-San Bernardino

high -usage trunks greater than 1850 route miles in length rather
than the present 1565 -mile length. Regional -center -to -regional -
center trunks should be equipped with echo suppressors, except
for those trunk groups between the offices listed in Table I.

III. METHODOLOGY

The review process that led to the above recommendations was
achieved through a computer -simulation model which allowed the in-
vestigation of the optimal trade-off between the degradation due to
talker echo and the degradation caused by its control on the received
speech. The approach used in the computer model was to duplicate
within the computer the routing and transmission characteristics that
could have occurred on a sample of actual calls in the network. From
this information, estimates of the distributions of loss, noise, echo -path
loss, and delay were obtained for various approaches to the control of
talker echo. The merits of each approach were evaluated by using the
transmission parameter distributions obtained from the model to
predict customer opinion of quality of service. Estimates of customer
opinion were obtained by subjective tests' in which customers rated a
call having a given set of transmission parameters on a scale of "ex-
cellent," "good," "fair," "poor," and "unsatisfactory." By combining
this information with the distributions of occurrences of the parameters,
estimates were obtained of the expected percentage of customers who
would rate a call "good or better" (good and excellent) or "poor or
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worse" (poor and unsatisfactory) if a large number of calls are made.
These estimates are referred to as "grade -of -service."

A call using the DDD network involves the telephone set on the
customer's premises, the communication path (the loop) to his local
Class 5 office, a number of interconnected trunks to the far end Class 5
office, the far end loop and telephone set. The path between Class 5
offices chosen through the network is dictated by the Network Switch-
ing Plan. In this plan, the continental United States is divided cur-
rently into ten regional center areas. Within each region, the offices are
interconnected in a hierarchical manner by final trunk groups. The
most general hierarchical structure is illustrated in Fig. 1. In many
cases, calls from a Class 5 office may be routed directly to a Class 1, 2,
or 3 office and the chain of offices may not contain all five classes of
offices. Regions are connected to another region by high -usage trunk
groups or RC -RC final trunk groups. A high -usage trunk group may be
established between any two offices whenever sufficient traffic exists.

The actual route chosen through the network depends on the availa-
bility of trunks at each of the offices in the hierarchical chain. At a
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Fig. 1-Hierarchical switching plan for DDD network.
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given office, preference is given to the high -usage trunk group to the
lowest -ranking office in the distant region. If all of the trunks in that
group are busy, a high -usage trunk group to the next highest office in
the distant region is chosen if it exists. If the high -usage trunk groups
to all the offices in the distant region are busy, the final trunk group to
the next office in its own hierarchical chain is chosen.

Figure 2 shows the hierarchical chains and the high -usage trunk
groups that actually could be used for a call from the Brooksville,
Florida -to -Cincinnati, Ohio, Class 5 offices. There are four possible
routes, in order of their probability of occurrence :

(i) Brooksville-Jacksonville-Cincinnati,
(ii) Brooksville-Jacksonville-Pittsburgh-Cincinnati,

(iii) Brooksville-Jacksonville-Rockdale-Cincinnati,
(iv) Brooksville-Jacksonville-Rockdale-Pittsburgh-Cincinnati.

The simulation model duplicates with the computer the routing and
the transmission properties of the Class 5 to Class 5 portion of a sample
of 1500 calls made by customers throughout the United States.' Be-
cause each call has the possibility of several routes, it is impractical to
determine the precise route used for a particular call. The approach
used was to incorporate in the model all of the routes that each call
could have taken and weigh the results obtained from each of these
routes by an estimate of the probability of occurrence of a given route.

These routing data provide information as to the number of trunks
and airline* length of each trunk in a connection from the originating
to the terminating Class 5 office. It does not, however, contain informa-
tion as to the loss, noise, and delay that occur on these trunks. For-
tunately, trunk surveys have indicated that the transmission proper-
ties of a trunk are determined more by trunk length than by its
geographical route. Thus, considerable simplification was obtained
without much decrease in accuracy by assigning to each trunk the
transmission characteristics derived from system -wide trunk sta-
tistics.5,7.8 Mathematically, the loss, noise, and delay characteristics
were expressed as normally distributed random variables with means
and standard deviations that are functions of the length of the trunk.
These functions are shown in Fig. 3.

In developing the estimated performance of the connections, the
model individually evaluates each of the routes. Given the basic in -

The airline length of a trunk is the straight line distance between two offices. The
route length of a trunk is the actual length of the trunk and is always longer than
the airline length. The model estimate of the ratio of the route length to airline length
is given as part of Fig. 3. The airline length of an entire connection is the straight-
line distance between local Class 5 offices.
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Fig. 2-Actual routing of call between Brooksville, Florida and Cincinnati, Ohio.

formation on the number of trunks and distances between offices, the
model selects a random value from the appropriate distributions of
delay, noise, and loss for each trunk. The delay value is added to the
sum of delays from the previous trunks, the noise value in power is
added to the previous noise value and attenuated by the loss value, and
the loss is summed in dB to the sum of previous loss values. The process
is then repeated for all trunks of a connection to obtain one estimate
of the loss, noise, and delay which could occur on this connection. To
obtain estimates of the range in values that could occur, the process of
selecting values and summing is repeated many times, the exact
number depending on the probability of the connection.

Once having an estimate of the entire distribution, estimates of the
echo -path loss, the noise -loss grade -of -service, talker -echo grade -of -
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service, and noise -loss -echo grade -of -service are calculated using the
subjective test results reported in Ref. 1. The parameters of the sub-
jective test models were obtained from the loss, noise, and delay results
by the formulae given in Fig. 4. In these computations, the average
characteristics of loops and telephone sets were used since the emphasis
in this study was on the change in the transmission characteristics of
the Class 5 to Class 5 portion of the network. The echo -path loss
measures the amount of attenuation of the echo energy reflected back
to the talking customer. It includes the effects of the echo reflected at
the impedance mismatch between the toll -connecting trunk and the
customer loop at the Class 5 office and the echo reflections occurring

PARTS OF CUSTOMER CONNECTION

- -LOOP - - - - - -CLASS 5 TO CLASS 5- - - - - -LOOP- -
CONNECTION

CLASS 5
OFFICE

CLASS 5
OFFICE

LOSS -NOISE COMPUTATION

TLR- - LOSS - - RLR - -

ACOUSTIC LOSS = TLR + LOSS + RLR (dB)
NOISE RECEIVED TEL SET = NOISE - (RLR-26) (dBrnC)

ECHO COMPUTATION

- -TLR- -
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DELAY

TCT-LOSS

4CLASS
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0 0
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EPL1 = 2 x (LOSS - TCT-LOSS) + RTLI

EPL2 = 2 x LOSS + RTL2

ACOUSTIC ECHO -PATH LOSS = TLR + (EPL, C) EPL2) + RLR

ECHO -PATH DELAY = 2 x DELAY

-NOISE

RTL2

NOTE:
TLR = TRANSMIT LOOP RATING

= -18.1, EST., AVE
RLR = RECEIVE LOOP RATING

= 26.7, EST., AVE

RTL = RETURN LOSS (dB)

Fig. 4-Formulae used for deriving the parameters of the subjective test models.
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in the trunk between the Class 4 toll office and the Class 5 office as
measured by terminal balance procedures.

A number of assumptions were made in developing the model.
Indeed, an important concept in modeling is to provide just sufficient
detail to provide valid results. Too much information complicates the
model and increases the computation time and cost. An indication of

the validity of the model is obtained by comparing the loss, noise, and
delay results with those of the 1969/1970 Connection Suvery9 and the
1972 Echo Survey.° As shown in Tables II and III, the mean and
standard deviation predicted by the model agree in all length categories
within the statistical accuracy of the model and the surveys.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In the near future, it will be possible to form a connection by using
analog and digital facilities switched together via analog and digital
switching systems. The resulting connection will be analogous to a
connection formed over (i) a purely analog network consisting of

analog facilities switched via analog switching machines, (ii) a purely
digital network consisting of digital facilities switched digitally, or
(iii) a mixed analog-digital network with both types of facilities and
switches. This review examined the appropriateness of various methods
of talker echo control for each of the analogous three types of networks.
For convenience, the results given in this section are grouped according

Table II - Comparison of estimated loss and noise from model
and 1969/1970 Connection Survey

A. Loss

Connection
Length (Airline Miles)

Model 1969/1970 Survey

Mean (dB) SD (dB) Mean (dB) SD (dB)

0-180 6.5 1.9 6.5 ± 0.7 2.0
180-725 7.6 2.1 7.3 ± 0.4 2.3
725-2900 7.8 2.5 7.7 ± 0.5 2.5

B. Noise

Connection
Length (Airline Miles)

Model 1969/1970 Survey

Mean (dB) SD (dB) Mean (dB) SD (dB)

0-180 21.9 6.0 18.7 ± 3.7 8.3
180-725 28.8 4.2 29.3 ± 0.6 3.1
725-2900 32.4 4.2 32.7 ± 0.6 3.5
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Table Ill - Comparison of estimated round-trip delay and echo
path loss from model and the 1972 Echo Survey

A. Round -Trip Absolute Delay

Connection
Length (Airline Miles)

Model 1972 Echo Survey
(1000 -Hz Delay)

Mean (dB) SD (dB) Mean (dB) SD (dB)

180-360 11.4 3.53 11.7 ± 0.8 3.4
360-725 16.4 5.51 16.4 ± 0.5 3.8
725-1450 23.0 5.77 24.8 ± 2.1 5.0

1450-2900 36.2 5.30 37.3 ± 1.3 6.1

B. Echo Path Loss

Connection
Length (Airline Miles)

Model 1972 Echo Survey

Mean (dB) SD (dB) Mean (dB) SD (dB)

180-360 22.7 4.4 23.1 ± 1.6 5.7
360-725 23.9 4.5 24.3 ± 2.2 6.8
725-1450 25.2 4.9 24.6 ± 2.2 6.3

1450-2900 21.0 4.6 23.3 ± 2.1 6.4

to the type of network. Within each of these three groups, control of
talker echo by the use of loss, balance, and echo suppressors is discussed.

4.1 Analog network

4.1.1 Optimal loss

Loss in a connection reduces the amount of talker echo returned to
the talker; however, it also attenuates the speech received from the
far -end customer. Thus, there is a trade-off between the two types of
degradation. Actually, a customer's opinion of his call is based on a
joint assessment of these effects, since he experiences both effects
during portions of his conversation. This joint assessment is measured
through the loss -noise -echo grade -of -service estimates.

Quantitatively, the good or better value of this grade -of -service
estimate will be slightly lower than the value of either the good or
better loss -noise grade -of -service or the talker -echo grade -of -service
which is individually lowest. This effect can be seen by examining
Fig. 5. This figure contains an estimate of the percentage of customers
who would rate a call good or better in terms of the acoustic loss of an
end -to -end connection with average loops and a Class 5 to Class 5
connection of about 1300 airline miles. Also plotted are the individual
loss -noise grade -of -service and echo grade -of -service. At low values
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of loss, the value of the loss -noise -echo grade -of -service is determined
by the echo grade -of -service. As the loss is increased, it follows the im-
provement in the value of the echo grade -of -service until the echo value
exceeds the loss -noise grade -of -service. For loss values higher than this
value, the loss -noise -echo grade -of -service follows the loss -noise grade -
of -service.

Thus, the good or better loss -noise -echo grade -of -service as a function
of loss increases to some maximum value and then decreases. The value
of loss at which the good or better loss -noise -echo grade -of -service is

a maximum is defined as the optimal loss. Because of the functional
relationship between the good or better and poor or worse grade -of -
service estimates, the optimal loss is also the value of loss which
minimizes the poor or worse loss -noise -echo grade -of -service. For this
particular example, the optimal loss is 18 -dB acoustic loss, or about
10 -dB connection loss between Class 5 offices.

The value of optimal loss for a given connection will depend upon
the noise and delay associated with that connection. The value of loss

will therefore vary between connections. A feeling for the range in
optimal loss is obtained by plotting, as a function of airline length of
the connection, the value at which 10, 50, or 90 percent of the connec-
tions would have an optimal loss value less than that value. The
optimal loss for connections using analog facilities is shown in Fig. 6.
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This figure shows that, for short distances, very little added Class 5 to
Class 5 loss is desirable. As the length of the connection is increased,
more loss is required to counteract the effect of increased delay on the
talker -echo portion of the joint grade -of -service.

The grade -of -service obtained using this optimal loss is shown in
Fig. 7 with the first graph showing, as a function of the connection
airline distance, the talker -echo grade -of -service without echo sup-
pressors being applied, and the next two graphs showing the loss -noise
and loss -noise -echo grades -of -service. The set of curves plotted on each
graph indicates, as a function of airline length, the value at which 10,
50, or 90 percent of the connections would have a grade -of -service
greater than that value. For long connections, the loss -noise grade -of -
service value is primarily due to noise, not loss. Some improvement in
loss -noise grade -of -service would be possible with less loss. However,
it would be small in comparison to the degradation in echo grade -of -
service; thus, the optimal loss value tends to favor the control of echo.

These curves also indicate that satisfactory talker -echo grade -of -
service can be obtained with loss control for all length connections.
However, as is discussed later, somewhat better grade -of -service can be
achieved on long connections by means of echo suppressors.

4.1.2 Loss allocation

The optimal loss value increases with increased end -to -end connec-
tion length. This variation is achieved in the network by allocating
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Fig. 7-Grades-of-service obtained for connections routed over the analog network
if it were designed with optimal loss.

loss to the individual trunks of the connection such that the proper
amount of loss is obtained when they are connected together. However,
the trunks are usually used for both short connections and long con-
nections. Any allocation plan must, therefore, be devised such that the
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proper amount of loss is obtained when these trunks are used in all
length connections. At the same time, the allocation plan must also
be easily implemented and administered. In general, these constraints
mean that the actual connection loss can only approximate the optimal
loss.

Practically, there appear to be three types of approximate allocation
approaches :

(i) Fixed Loss-All connections are designed to have the same
connection loss. An example of this plan is the switched digital
network plan discussed in Section 4.2.

(ii) Compensated Loss-Trunks are assigned just enough added
loss to compensate for their increased delay. An example of this
plan is the current vm, plan.

(iii) Overcompensated Loss-The longer trunks are assigned more
loss than needed to compensate for the delay of short trunks
which normally occur as part of a longer connection.

In the remaining parts of this section, we examine the advantages and
disadvantages of these three types of plans for use in the analog
network.

4.1.2.1 Fixed loss plan. In a fixed loss plan, all connections have the
same loss, irrespective of their length. This requires somewhat of a
compromise with the optimal loss policy, which indicates that long
connections should have more loss than short connections. A fixed loss
plan is a satisfactory plan only if the increase in optimal loss with
distance is not too large. Figure 8 shows the optimal loss for the analog
network as a function of length of the connection. Two lines are drawn
on this curve to represent two possible values for fixed loss. The higher
value near 9 dB would approximate the optimal loss for longer connec-
tions out to some mileage where an echo suppressor would be used.
However, it would provide 3 to 6 dB too much loss for shorter connec-
tions. The lower value of loss of 6 dB would provide a much better
match to the required loss on short connections, but would provide
insufficient loss for the longer connections. Thus, a fixed value of
connection loss does not appear suitable for the analog network. Some
variation in loss is needed with the length of the connection. This type
of plan, however, is being adopted for the switched digital network
because its optimum loss has less variability than that of the analog
network. This is discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.1.

4.1.2.2 Compensated loss plan. In a length -compensated loss plan, loss
is inserted in each trunk in proportion to the added amount of delay
introduced by that particular trunk. Since the variation in optimal
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loss is primarily due to this effect, this type of plan provides a very
good approximation to the desired loss.

The current VNL design plan is a prime example of this type of plan.
The VNL plan has two classes of trunks, intertoll (ITT) and toll -connect-
ing (Ter). The loss of intertoll trunks is determined for carrier trunks
by the VNL formula (VNL = 0.4 0.0015 X trunk -length), while the
loss of toll -connecting trunks is 2.5 dB plus that given by the VNL
formula. The 0.0015 -dB loss added for each mile in the carrier trunk
VNL formula approximately compensates for the added propagation
delay. The 0.4 -dB factor which was originally introduced to compen-
sate for loss variability in effect compensates for the delay of the
carrier terminals.

Figure 9 is a comparison of the optimum loss with the loss obtained
on connections using the VNL loss plan.* This figure indicates that the
VNL plan provides slightly too much loss for short connections but is
about optimal for long connections. Comparison with the median
optimal loss for connections greater than 1000 miles is shown in Fig. 10.
This graph shows the optimal loss for mean values of 18 and 22 dB
and infinite return loss as measured by terminal balance procedures at
the Class 4 office. The graph indicates that, with a mean value of
18 -dB terminal balance return, the current network performance, the
optimal value of loss should be about 0.5 dB greater than that supplied

In these comparisons, it is assumed that no echo suppressors are used and the loss
given by the vm, formula is used for all length intertoll trunks.
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by VNL design. In general, the loss for VNL design corresponds most
closely to the optimal loss with a mean return loss of 22 dB. This sup-
ports the long-term objective of a mean return loss at the Class 4 office
of 22 dB as discussed in Section 4.1.3.

Although the vra, plan provides more than optimum loss for short
connections, the difference is not sufficiently great to have any ap-
preciable effect on grade -of -service. This can be seen by comparing

6
1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 2200 2400

CONNECTION AIRLINE LENGTH IN MILES

2600 2800

Fig. 10-Median analog network connection loss for connections with lengths
greater than 1000 miles compared with median optimal connection loss obtained
with average Class 4 terminal balance of co, 22, and 18 dB.
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the talker -echo grade -of -service and the loss -noise grade -of -service
curves using the VNL plan as given in Fig. 11 with those using optimal
loss given in Fig. 7. Thus, the VNL plan is a very satisfactory plan for
loss allocation in terms of providing nearly optimal performance for the
analog network.

4.1.2.3 Overcompensated loss plan. There is one basic problem with
the vrIL loss plan. The realization of the increased loss with dis-
tance tends to make this plan difficult to administer. Currently, the
0.0015 -dB -per -mile increase in loss is approximated by a 0.3 -dB step
about every 200 miles up to 1850 miles, the echo suppressor application
length. This means that there are nine loss steps. Trunks having all
these steps could exist in any given toll office. To initially install and
maintain these trunks, the design loss of each individual trunk must be
determined from record information. An overcompensated loss plan
would simplify this process by reducing the reliance on recorded in-
formation by decreasing the number of loss steps. In such a plan,
the longer trunks have more loss than is actually needed to compensate
for the delay introduced by short trunks. The short trunks can then be
operated at near -zero loss with improved performance when they are
used in short connections.

Examination of the optimal loss curves and the facility types used
for toll -connecting trunks indicated that about 6 dB of end -to -end loss
is about optimum for short connections and approximately 9 dB is
optimum for long connections. In addition, it is desirable for ease of
conversion not to change the loss of toll -connecting trunks. With vm,
design, toll -connecting trunks have an average loss of 2.9 dB which,
for the new plan, will be assumed to be rounded to 3.0 dB.

Numerous possible plans could satisfy these broad guidelines. The
differences between the various plans is the manner in which the
variation in loss between short and long connections is achieved, i.e.,
the number and size of the loss steps and their application distances.
Of the more than half -dozen plans evaluated with the simulation model,
the most promising alternative to vra, was the simplest plan with only
one step. Other plans with more steps did not appear to have any ap-
preciable grade -of -service advantage to compensate for their added
administrative complexity.

The most promising plan was to operate intertoll trunks less than
600 route miles at 0 dB loss, and trunks greater than 600 miles at 3 dB
loss. Figure 12 shows the change in loss -noise grade -of -service, echo
grade -of -service, and loss -noise -echo grade -of -service compared to that
obtained for the VNL plan. This indicates that the loss -noise grade -of -
service would be improved by about 3 percent, while the echo grade -of -
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Fig. 12-Change in grades -of -service for possible new loss plan having intertoll
trunks designed to 0 dB up to 600 miles and 3 dB for trunks greater than 600 miles.

service is degraded by about the same amount for connections greater
than about 300 miles. Loss -noise -echo grade -of -service shows a modest
improvement over that obtained by the VNL loss plan.

The simulation study, therefore, indicated that this plan was satis-
factory. However, the simulation model predicts most accurately the
average performance, not the performance that might occur on alter-
nate routes with very low probability of occurrence, such as calls

routed through sectional and regional centers. Although some per-
formance degradation on these types of calls can be allowed because
of their low probability of occurrence, extremely poor loss -noise due
to multiple trunks with 3 -dB loss, or poor echo performance due to the
delay of a large number of carrier terminals, must be avoided.

An investigation indicated that multiple 3 -dB trunks (trunks
greater than 600 miles) could occur on calls routed through sectional
centers toward several of the regional centers. This investigation also

indicated that these types of calls would often have, with the new plan,
an echo grade -of -service of around 70 percent good or better and a very
high reliance on properly operating echo suppressors when they were
used.
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Because of these factors, the plan was altered to assign :

Intertoll Trunks Loss Mileage

Intraregional 0.5 dB All lengths
Interregional 0.5 dB <1000 mi.

3.0 dB >1000 mi.

Figure 13 shows the change in loss -noise grade -of -service, echo grade -
of -service, and loss -noise -echo grade -of -service compared to that ob-
tained using the VNL plan. These curves indicate that it provides
essentially the same loss -noise -echo grade -of -service as the VNL plan at
all connection lengths with some improvement in loss -noise grade -of-
service at the expense of the echo grade -of -service. Since the joint
loss -noise -echo grade -of -service is essentially the same, this plan is a
suitable alternative to the vm, plan. Its main attraction is its adminis-
trative simplicity. It also has the advantage that only those trunks
greater than 165 miles, about 44 percent, would have to be changed
from current VNL design. However, at the present time there appears
to be no appreciable long-term administrative economic benefit to
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Fig. 13-Change in grades -of -service for the modified new loss plan having intertoll
trunks designed to 0.5 dB up to 1000 miles and 3 dB for trunks greater than 1000
miles.
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this plan. Since there would be some expense and some administrative
difficulties during a changeover to this plan, continued use of the Via

Net Loss plan was recommended.

4.1.3 Balance

The loss design plans assume that the predominant echo reflection
occurs at the impedance mismatch of the toll -connecting trunk and the
customer loop with any additional sources of echo being controlled by
through and terminal balance requirements. The appropriateness of

the present echo through and terminal balance requirements was re-
viewed as part of this study.

Intertoll trunk transmission facilities are designed on a four -wire
basis that prevents intermediate echoes. However, many switching
machines used for interconnection of intertoll trunks are two -wire and,
therefore, require hybrids to effect the necessary four -wire to two -wire
conversion. The amount of echo returned at these conversions depends
on the impedance mismatch of the hybrids and the office cabling. This
impedance mismatch is controlled by a through balance requirement
which states that the distribution of echo return loss for the office shall
achieve or exceed a statistical distribution having a mean of 27 dB

and a minimum of 21 dB.
If two -wire offices are used for Class 3 or lower toll offices, the echo

returned from an office just meeting this requirement will be 10 dB
lower than that from other sources. This amount will have a negligible
effect on the overall echo performance. Also, the requirement can
usually be met or exceeded in current offices. Thus, the requirement
appears to be satisfactory.

The effect on talker -echo performance of impedance irregularities at
the distant toll office, and up to and within its Class 5 office, is con-
trolled by terminal balance requirements. The current requirements
allow a distribution of the terminal balance return loss values within
an office with the median and minimum of the distribution being equal
to or exceeding

Median Minimum

Two -wire facilities 18 dB
Four -wire facilities 22 dB

13 dB
16 dB.

The estimated mean value of the current network derived from the
echo surveys is 18 dB.

In establishing a connection, a toll -connecting trunk having a given
value of terminal balance return loss is assigned to the connection.
Thus, on any given connection a customer experiences the effect of

some return loss value from those which are allowed. The effect of a
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specific value was evaluated by assuming that all connections in the
model had that specific value. The grade -of -service obtained was then
compared with the ideal situation with no additional echo returned
from Class 4 offices. This comparison indicated that the good or better
echo grade -of -service with VNL loss design was only minimally affected
by a Class 4 return loss of 22 dB and about 2 -percent decrease for 18 dB.
Of more importance, however, is the effect of the allowed lower values.
In this case, a 3 -percent decrease occurred for a return loss of 16 dB
and 8 -percent decrease occurred for 13 dB.

Based on this analysis, it appears that the four -wire facility require-
ment is satisfactory. However, it is undesirable to have 50 percent of
all calls using two -wire facilities experiencing a 3 -to 8 -percent decrease in
echo grade -of -service. Some improvement appears warranted with all
toll -connecting trunks ultimately meeting or exceeding the four -wire
facility requirement of a distribution with a median terminal -balance
echo -return loss of 22 dB, minimum 16 dB. Thus, this requirement has
been adopted as a long-term objective. However, it is recognized that,
in many situations, this objective cannot be met currently. The current
requirement should still be used for existing facilities, with emphasis
placed on reducing the number of trunks having an echo return loss
less than 16 dB.

4.1.4 Echo suppressor application rules

As indicated in the discussion of the optimal loss, loss can be used
to control talker echo for all length connections using terrestrial
facilities within the continental United States. However, the loss
causes some degradation of the loss -noise grade -of -service. One can
reduce the amount of this degradation by introducing echo suppressors.
However, they cause some degradation, even under ideal conditions.

In actuality, there is, in addition, a potential risk that an echo
suppressor might not be installed properly or maintained properly. In
such a case, the degradation from the echo suppressor could be much
greater than that caused by added amounts of loss. In general, echo
suppressors should be applied at a trunk length which minimizes their
inherent risks. To avoid more than one echo suppressor in a connection,
echo suppressors should only be applied on trunks between regions,
either on high -usage trunks or on regional -center -to -regional -center
trunks.

4.1.4.1 High -usage interregional intertoll trunks. The application of an
echo suppressor with zero trunk loss causes an improvement of the
loss -noise -echo grade -of -service. Figure 14 shows the effect on the con-
nection loss -noise -echo grade -of -service of applying echo suppressors
on a high -usage trunk of a given mileage. When an echo suppressor is
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Fig. 14-Median loss -noise -echo grade -of -service for connection greater than 1000
miles when the high -usage trunk is designed according to VNL loss -design plan, or
0 dB loss and an echo suppressor.

applied, the grade -of -service jumps from the curve "with loss" to that
value given by the curve marked "with echo suppressors." The latter
curve takes into account the grade -of-service effect of nonperfect
properly working echo suppressors. As can be seen, the amount of

improvement obtained increases as the application distances increase.
Figure 15a shows the percent improvement in the loss -noise -echo
grade -of -service with the use of an echo suppressor. Figure 15b is a
curve of the percentage of trunks existing at that mileage. It indicates
that there is about 3 -percent grade -of -service improvement if echo
suppressors are applied to trunks with length of 1565 route miles. This
improvement increases to about 5 percent at 1800 miles. Below 1800
miles, the improvement is less and the number of trunks that require
echo suppressors increases markedly, as shown in the bottom part of

Fig. 15b. Indeed, there are 50 percent more trunks in the 1600- to
1800 -mile range than the 1800- to 2000 -mile range. Thus, if echo sup-
pressors were supplied below 1800 miles, there would be a substantial
increase in the number of echo suppressors for a smaller, more question-

able grade -of -service improvement. Furthermore, there would be a
greater potential risk from improperly installed and maintained echo
suppressors. For trunks greater than 1800 miles, a 5 -percent improve-
ment in average grade -of -service which can be achieved by applying
echo suppressors above 1800 miles is considered significant. Thus, for

high -usage trunks, it was recommended that a value of approximately
1800 miles be used rather than the previously used 1565 miles. For
administrative reasons, a value of 1850 miles was chosen.

When echo suppressors are applied, the trunk loss for trunks greater
than 1565 miles was reduced to 0 dB. With the shift of the echo sup -
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pressor application mileage to 1850 miles, some nonzero value of loss is
needed for trunks between 1565 and 1850 miles. Optimum loss and
administrative considerations indicated that a value of loss of either
2.6 or 2.9 dB is required. In general, these values of loss produce the
same loss -noise grade -of -service, since at this distance the grade -of -
service is mainly determined by the signal-to-noise ratio, while the
echo grade -of -service improves with the higher values of loss. Thus, on
an overall basis, a value of 2.9 dB was recommended.

Figure 16 shows the resulting loss -noise, echo, and loss -noise -echo
grade -of -service for VNL loss design with echo suppressors applied at
1850 miles. The application of echo suppressors improves the loss-
noise and loss -noise -echo grade -of -service for calls of lengths greater
than about 1000 airline miles.

4.1.4.2 RC -RC Intertoll trunks. The majority of traffic switched through
a regional center (Class 1) is calls from local Class 5 offices directly
homed on that office or alternate route traffic from local offices homed
on the next lower office (Class 2). In these cases, the regional office is
acting as a Class 4 or Class 3 office. However, because of the hierarchical
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Fig. 15-(a) Percent improvement in loss -noise -echo grade -of -service with echo
suppressors. (b) Percentage of trunks requiring echo suppressors if the echo sup-
pressor is applied on high -usage trunks greater than the given length.
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structure of the switching network, there is some traffic where the
regional center is part of the final routing of a call originating lower in
the hierarchy. These calls will have a larger number of trunks in tandem
and greater trunk mileage than calls routed lower in the hierarchy or
more directly routed through a regional center.
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In general, the more directly routed calls through a regional center
should have the same loss -noise -echo grade -of -service as calls routed
through lower class offices. Final routed traffic could be allowed some-
what lower loss -noise -echo grade -of -service, but their grade -of -service
should not be severely degraded. These considerations tend to require
the use of echo suppressors at shorter distances than the 1850 route
miles for high -usage intertoll trunks.

As part of this study, the need for echo suppressors was reviewed
using the loss -noise -echo grade -of -service approach used for high -usage
trunks. This study indicated that the trunk groups between the
regional centers shown in Table I do not need echo suppressors and
should be designed according to Via Net Loss design rules. All other
trunk groups should be designed to 0 dB and have echo suppressors.

4.2 Digital network

With the advent of No. 4 Toll ESS,3 it is possible to perform direct
digital switching of bits coming from digital transmission systems.
Economic studies of No. 4 Toll ESS indicates considerable economic
advantages in using this approach. However, the vici, loss plan requires
loss to be inserted in each trunk. This would require either that the
digital signal be decoded to an analog signal, loss inserted, and the
signal recoded, or that the encoded signal level be changed by some
digital processing technique so that, when it is decoded, a lower signal
level would be obtained. Either of these techniques would introduce
additional cost and transmission impairments.

An alternative approach is to operate digital intertoll trunks at zero
loss so that no conversion is required. This would mean that end -to -end
connections over purely digital facilities would have a fixed loss. This
section examines the appropriateness of using this approach in terms
of the optimal loss concept. Section 4.3 examines the case where a call
is routed over portions of both types of networks.

4.2.1 Optimal loss

For the all -digital network, the voice signal is digitally encoded and
decoded only at the Class 5 office and only bits are switched at higher -
class offices. This means that the noise on a call is that due to one pair
of encoders and decoders. The delay has three components ; the prop-
agation delay, the delay of one pair of terminals, and the delay of
digital buffering within each switching machine. The propagation
delay is about the same as for the analog network, but the terminal
and switching machine delays, which are about equal, are less than the
delay of analog terminals. Thus, the connection delay is less than delay
experienced on the same length call in the analog network. Also, the
terminal balance return loss at a digital Class 4 office will have an
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average of more nearly 22 dB since economic studies indicate cost ad-
vantages in using digital carrier at very short distances.

The reduced noise and delay and increased Class 4 average return
loss changes the optimal loss. Figure 17 plots, as a function of connec-
tion airline distances, the value at which 10, 50, or 90 percent of the
connections would have an optimal loss value less than that value. A
comparison of this curve with that of the analog network (Fig. 6)
indicates that the amount of required loss is reduced. At 1000 airline
miles, the 90 -percentile optimal loss is reduced from 10.5 to 7.5 dB and
the median from 9.5 to 6.5 dB.

The loss -noise, echo, and loss -noise -echo grade -of -service using this
optimal loss is shown in Fig. 18. The roll -off in loss -noise grade -of -
service is due to the increased loss for control of echo, since the noise
is constant with distance. The shape of loss -noise -echo grade -of -service
curves is essentially determined by the loss -noise grade -of -service
except at longer lengths where a slight additional effect occurs due to
the echo grade -of -service.

4.2.2 Loss allocation and level plan

As indicated in Section IV, it is highly desirable to have any required
loss inserted before the digital encoder or after the decoder, so that no
bit conversion is needed at intermediate offices. This would mean that
all connections are designed to a fixed loss value. Since the optimal loss
increases with the length of a connection, any fixed loss value will be a
compromise between the need for higher loss for long connections and
lower loss for short connections. This compromise is more appropriate
to the digital network than the analog network, since the range in
optimal loss is considerably less. In making this compromise, one would
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Fig. 17-Optimal loss for connections routed over digital network.
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like to have the same loss -noise -echo grade -of -service at about 1000
airline miles as that obtained with optimal loss, and at least as good a
loss -noise -echo grade -of -service for short calls as currently obtained
with VNL design. In general, since echo grade -of -service for longer calls
is quite sensitive to changes in loss, the best compromise value tends
to be one near the optimal loss value for longer connections. In the
study, various values of loss were investigated with 6 dB of end -to -end
loss chosen as best fulfilling the above philosophy.
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Figure 19 shows the loss -noise, echo, and loss -noise -echo grade -of -
service for connections switched on an all -digital network with 6 dB
of end -office -to -end -office loss. This figure includes the effect of echo
suppressors which will be discussed in the next section. Comparison of
the loss -noise -echo grade -of -service values with those with optimal loss
indicates that 6 -dB loss provides, for longer connections, about the
same grade -of -service as optimal loss and, for short connections, about
the same grade -of -service as that obtained for the 10 -percent worst
optimal connections. Comparison of Figs. 16 and 19 indicates that
the loss -noise grade -of -service for the short digital connection is better
than the 10 -percent best values obtained with the VNL plan. Thus,
this plan provides satisfactory performance and was adopted for calls
derived on digital facilities and switched digitally. Although this case is
not possible today, growth studies indicate that this might be possible
in the 1980s or 1990s.
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To avoid decoding at intermediate toll offices, the 6 -dB end -to -end
connection loss must be achieved by inserting loss in the toll -connecting
trunks either in the transmit direction before the digital encoder or in
the receive direction after the digital decoder. This loss is allocated
equally (3 dB) based on the need for approximately the same connec-
tion loss when digital trunks are connected in tandem with analog
trunks and maintenance considerations. The maintenance considera-
tions are :

(i) The measured loss including test pads should be the same in
each direction of transmission.

(ii) Test -tone levels should be at standard levels at the input and
output of carrier systems.

(iii) Standard loop -around tests for digital carrier systems should
be preserved.

(iv) The transmission level of existing analog offices should remain
at 0 TLP and -2 TLP for local and toll offices.

Although the toll -connecting trunk is required to have 3 dB loss,
there is no loss adjustment for a trunk on a digital facility connected
to the digital office by a digital interface. Since the outgoing switch of
a local office is defined as a 0 TLP, the necessary loss can only be
achieved within the above constraints by having the end of the trunk
at an effective -3 TLP. Actually, this transmission -level point does not
exist in the normal sense of a definable analog signal, since a signal at
the end of a trunk exists only as a bit stream within the office. The level
only exists when the bits are decoded into an analog signal. Since the
bit representation is not changed within the digital portion of the
office, the output of the digital interface used for trunk testing is
defined as a -3 TLP rather than the standard -2 TLP used with analog
offices. This definition leads to the level plan for toll -connecting trunks
connected to a digital office as shown in Fig. 20.

4.2.3 Balance

Digital switching offices will be four -wire; therefore, through balance
considerations do not apply. However, toll -connecting trunks will
originate or terminate at two -wire Class 5 offices and could use two -wire
facilities. Thus, terminal balance measurements are required at digital
toll offices.

The echo performance of the digital network is inherently more
sensitive than the analog network to the terminal balance return loss
requirement, because of the lack of loss in the intertoll trunks. The
discussion in the previous section was predicated on a distribution with
a median value of 22 dB for the terminal balance of digital offices.
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Figure 21 shows the echo grade -of -service for the digital network with
the Class 4 median terminal balance assumed to be 18 dB. This in-
dicates a drop of around 5 percentage points from that obtained with a
median terminal balance of 22 dB (Fig. 19). This amount of drop is
judged significant since it is not accompanied by an increase in loss -
noise grade -of -service. Thus, the distribution of return losses for toll -
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connecting trunks in a digital office must achieve or exceed a statistical
distribution having a median value of 22 dB, minimum of 16 dB. This
agrees with the long-term objective for the analog network but is
higher than that currently required for analog two -wire toll -connecting
trunks. It is expected that the requirement is achievable when applied
to all toll -connecting trunks as one group because of the economic ad-
vantage of trunks on digital carrier facilities.

4.2.4 Echo suppressor application rules

The loss -noise -echo grade -of -service for the digital network con-
tinuously decreases for longer distances because of the decrease in the
echo grade -of -service. The amount of decrease is controlled by the echo
suppressor application distance. Figure 19 shows the loss -noise, echo,
and loss -noise -echo grade -of -service for the digital network when the
echo suppressors are applied on high -usage trunks at the analog net-
work mileage of 1850 route miles. The application of echo suppressors
at this trunk distance affects the grade -of -service of calls of airline
length greater than about 1000 miles. The minimum loss -noise -echo
and echo grade -of -service appears satisfactory even though the echo
grade -of -service is somewhat lower than that obtained for the analog
network (Fig. 11). The joint loss -noise -echo grade -of -service is, how-
ever, significantly better. Since the joint assessment is the primary
consideration, it appears that the echo suppressor rules for the analog
network can be used for the digital network. A similar conclusion is
obtained for application of echo suppressors on RC -Re trunks.

4.3 Mixed digital network

For sound transmission quality and technological and economic
reasons, the analog and digital networks are being designed to different
loss and level plans. Yet in many instances, a connection will be
established over portions of both networks. One area of concern was the
loss of the interconnecting trunks between an analog and a digital
office. The definition of the digital interface as a -3 TLP and the main-
tenance constraints listed in Section 4.2.2 causes a trunk using digital
facilities from an analog toll office to a digital toll office to have an
effective loss of 1 dB, as shown in Fig. 22.

The loss of 1 dB on trunks using a digital facility is about the same
loss as that required by the VNL design plan for a 500 -mile trunk. Thus,
this loss is higher than that normally used for trunks of less than this
distance and lower for trunks longer than 500 miles. In general, this
could mean that there might be either a loss -noise or an echo grade -of -
service degradation for connections using these trunks.
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Fig. 22-Levels and loss of a digital intertoll trunk between an analog toll office
(-2 TLP) and a digital office (-3 TLP).

The loss -noise and echo grade -of -service of connections containing
one or two 1 -dB interconnecting trunks was determined. The simula-
tion results for both the cases indicate, as shown in Fig. 23, that the
loss -noise performance of connections is improved because of the de-
creased noise on digital facilities. The echo performance is the same as
that for connections using vNL-designed trunks. The improvement in
loss -noise grade -of -service could be slightly greater if these trunks were
designed for zero loss. Actually, the 1 -dB loss provides 2 -dB more path
loss for talker -echo control. This is considered advantageous, since
these trunks interconnect the digital network which is designed with
minimum amount of loss and the analog network which has a large
variability in return losses. Thus, the transmission performance of
connections using both networks with digital interconnecting trunks
appears to be quite satisfactory.

However, the simulation results for a trunk using an analog facility
designed to a fixed loss of 1 dB indicated a loss -noise degradation for
short connections and an echo degradation for medium length connec-
tions. Because of the grade -of -service degradation, it was recommended
that all interconnecting trunks using analog facilities be designed to
the same loss plan as normal analog trunks.

With these loss recommendations for interconnecting trunks, the
transmission performance of connections using portions of both net -
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Fig. 23-Median loss -noise grade -of -service for a combined digital -analog connec-
tion and a pure analog connection.

works will be satisfactory. This allows introduction of isolated portions
of a digital network such as digital switching machines and digital
intertoll trunks. As continued growth occurs, these portions will be
interconnected digitally, enabling connections to be routed on purely
digital facilities.
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Phase comparators used in phase -locked loops extracting symbol timing
from baseband data waveforms typically only produce a useful error signal
when a data transition occurs. This gating of the error signal by data tran-
sitions makes the natural model for studying jitter in such phase -locked
loops time -varying and difficult to analyze. In this paper we show how,
under good approximation, it can be simplified to a time -invariant model
that is easily analyzed. Using this model, we study jitter accumulation
along chains of digital repeaters with phase -locked -loop timing extrac-
tors. A numerical example is given.

I. INTRODUCTION

To decode a baseband data waveform, a clock signal giving the
proper sampling time must be available. Pilot tones are sometimes
transmitted along with the data waveform for this purpose but,
alternately, timing can be derived directly from the data waveform
itself. One approach to self -timing is to let the data waveform passed
through a memoryless nonlinearity ring a tuned circuit with a resonant
frequency close to the nominal signaling rate.'-' Another technique,
which in general involves more circuitry but gives superior per-
formance, is to use a phase -locked loop (PLL).

The element of a PLL extracting symbol timing that is most interest-
ing functionally is its phase comparator. Numerous realizations are
possible. Almost all these realizations are similar, however, in that
they only produce an error signal when a data transition occurs. The
gating of the error signal by data transitions in a PLL extracting symbol
timing makes the analysis of such a PLL potentially quite different
from the analysis of phase -locked loops used in other applications.

For purposes such as studying timing acquisition, the effect of
transition gating is adequately modeled as a multiplication of the
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phase comparator gain in the presence of a data transition by the
probability p of a data transition. After this approximation is made,
the loop has the conventional structure. For studying jitter, however,
this model is not satisfactory because transition gating is itself often
an important source of jitter that of necessity is neglected when the
average-gaift approximation is made. As will be discussed more fully
later, transition gating produces jitter by chopping the static phase
error needed to pull the voltage -controlled oscillator (vco) from its
natural frequency to the line frequency and thereby injecting wide -
band noise into the loop.

The purpose of this paper is to develop a time -invariant linear model
for a PLL with transition gating that adequately mirrors, even for jitter -
studying purposes, the effects of transition gating. The model we obtain
differs from the linear model obtained by simply making the average -
gain approximation in the addition of an additive wideband noise
representative of the chopping of the static phase error by transition
gating.

With the time -invariant linear model available, it is straightforward
to calculate the spectrum and variance of the jitter on the output of
a PLL extracting symbol timing from a data waveform. We conclude
with a discussion of jitter accumulation along chains of digital repeaters
with PLL timing extractors.

Saltzberg9 and Roza° have both previously done excellent work
analyzing phase -locked loops extracting symbol timing. Our work is
closer to Saltzberg's, and we use many of his results. Saltzberg was
able to obtain equations for the jitter spectrum and jitter variance
directly from the natural gated model. The equations we obtain from
the approximate model are similar, but they are obtained with much
less difficulty and without needing to assume one-sided intersymbol
interference.

Roza's analysis is at a more abstract level. His equations for the
spectrum and variance of the jitter do not require an exact specification
of the phase comparator being used as do Saltzberg's and ours but,
consequently, they relate the jitter spectrum and variance to more
abstract quantities with less physical meaning.

II. GENERAL MODEL

The general PLL model we assume is shown in Fig. 1. The phase cl) (t)
of the data signal and the phase 0 (t) of the timing output from the
PLL are measured in slots (fractions of a symbol interval) and assumed
to be slowly varying in comparison to a symbol interval. The loop is
assumed to be in lock.
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r(t)=E akf (t-k-4(k)) + n (t) PHASE
COMPAR-

ATOR

elf)
FILTER

s(t)
VCO

sin (27T t-ziro (0)

Fig. 1-General model for a PLL timing extractor.

The input data waveform will be taken to have the forms

r (t) = E a k j[t - k - )(k)] n (t) , (1)

where n (t) is additive noise, f (t) is the standard pulse, and the { ak }

are the data taking on the values ±1. The normalization of the symbol
interval to unity is without loss of generality and is equivalent to
agreeing to measure time (as well as phase) in slots. The assumption
of polar ( ±1) rather than, say, unipolar (0, 1) signaling is also without
loss of generality. The assumption of binary data is restrictive. A
generalization of our results for multilevel data would be nontrivial,
but should be possible.

Note that, in writing the output of the vco as sin [girt - 27r0 (t)1,
we are not precluding the possibility of the vco center frequency being
offset from the line frequency. With the loop open and a center fre-
quency offset of 0 f, the vco output is expressible as sin [girt - 2r0 (t)]
with

0(t) = Aft + 00. (2)

M. PHASE DETECTORS

To proceed, we need an equation for the error signal e (t) produced
by the phase comparator and, thus, we must specify precisely the
phase comparator to be considered. In this section, we develop equa-
tions for the error signals produced by two different phase comparators :
the zero -crossing phase comparator described by Saltzberg9 and the
dead -zone quantizer (DzQ) phase comparator used in the T4M repeater."
Characterizing the DZQ phase comparator will allow presenting numeri-
cal results.

It happens that the error signal e (t) produced by the DZQ phase
comparator is described by equations identical to those describing the
error signal produced by the zero -crossing phase comparator if certain
constants relating to the pulse shape f (t) and certain random variables
relating to the channel noise n (t) are redefined. We expect that the
error signals from other phase comparators with transition gating
probably also have this same functional form or one very similar to it.

Summations and integrals written without limits are to be assumed to be from
- 00 to + co .
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For this reason, it is felt that, although the analysis of Sections IV
through VII is only directly applicable for a zero -crossing phase
comparator or a DZQ phase comparator, it can probably be readily
extended for any other phase comparator exhibiting transition gating.

3.1 Zero -crossing detector

The zero -crossing phase comparator produces an error signal ezc(t)
that is a train of weighted pulses with separation T = 1. The pulse
weights are proportional to the time difference between zero crossings
of the data waveform and the vco output. For a PLL with a closed -
loop response cutting off well below the symbol rate, as should always
be the case, the exact phase of this pulse train and shape of its pulses
are unimportant, and we can to good approximation take it to be
given by

ezc(t) = E eki5(t - k), (3)

where S (t) is the Dirac delta function and the { ek } are weights.
A typical received data waveform,

r(t) = E ak f (t - k - 4k) n(t), (4)

where
ok o(k) (5)

is drawn in Fig. 2a. It is assumed that n(t) and {gsk } are identically
zero, and that the standard equalized pulse f(t) has a raised cosine
shape (see Fig. 2b). Notice that, whenever there is no data transition,
there is no zero crossing. In this case, the zero -crossing phase detector
sets ek equal to zero. When the noise n(t) or the input phase samples
ictik I are not identically zero, or when f(t) is not of its nominal raised -
cosine shape, the received waveform is no longer as clean as that shown
in Fig. 2a. Nonetheless, it will still maintain the same basic character
with zero crossings occurring only with associated data transitions.

Saltzberg cleverly shows in Ref. 9 that, to within excellent approxi-
mation, ek is given by

ek = aldk(0k - - tvk) (6)

The proportionality of ek to the phase error 0k k through the
proportionality constant al is the desired phase comparator response.
This desired response is degraded by the on -off gating of the variable

dk =
0, ak = ak+i

associated with data transitions and the additive disturbance wk given

= (1 - akak+i)/2 (7)
ak 0 ak-F1
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Fig. 2-(a) Nominal received waveform. (b) Raised -cosine pulse.

t

(8)

n(k + 4 ± 44)
Vk = (9)[f(i) - f(-I)]

0, k = 0,1

{f(k + I), k 0,1
4 (10)=

[The pulse f(t) has, without loss of generating, been centered so that
f(2) = f(-A)]. The two components akvk and ak E. ak_.E. of wk
account for the shift in zero crossings of the received waveform by
additive channel noise and by intersymbol interference, respectively.
We shall not derive (6) here, since Saltzberg's derivation is quite clear
and the derivation of epz Q (t) in the next section and the appendix,
being similar, presents the key ideas.

and

wk = akvk + ak E ak-mem,.

3.2 DZQ phase detector

The operation of the zero -crossing phase comparator is conceptually
simple, but its implementation appears difficult. The dead -zone
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quantizer (DzQ) phase comparator, which was first proposed by W. G.
Hammett, is more readily implemented and is being used in the T4M
repeater. By describing and mathematically characterizing it here, we
establish a base for numerical results to be given later.

A block diagram of the DZQ phase comparator is shown in Fig. 3a.
Its inputs are the received waveform

r (t) = E akf (t -k - k) n (t) (11)

and the vco output sin Prt - 270 (t) ]. Its only block requiring
explanation is the DZQ, which is a memoryless nonlinearity with the
transfer function shown in Fig. 3b.

The operation of this phase comparator is illustrated in Fig. 4,
where waveforms at the inputs and outputs of all the blocks in Fig. 3a
are shown. It is assumed that the data sequence is as indicated,
n (t) = 0, ck (t) = 0, f (t) has raised cosine shape (nominal for the T4M
repeater), and 0(t) = i (that is, the vco phase is lagging 45 degrees).
The true error signal shown on the next -to -last line can be taken, for
mathematical purposes, as the train of weighted impulses shown on the
last line with the impulse weights equal to the integral of their associ-
ated pulses. Notice in Fig. 4 that the phase -comparator output is
nonzero only when there is a data transition.

As in the zero -crossing phase comparator, the effect of additive
channel noise and intersymbol interference is to make the weights of
the impulses in the phase -comparator output differ from strict pro-

r(t) (t-k-4k)+n(t) d

dt

-A

DEAD-ZONE
QUANTIZER

(a)

OUTPUT

RECTIFIER

+A INPUT

IDEAL
LIMITER

sin (27rt-27r0(t))

(b)

Fig. 3-(a) DZQ phase comparator. (b) Instantaneous transfer function of a dead -
zone quantizer.
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Fig. 4-Waveforms in tag phase comparators.

portionality to the difference between 0(0 and 0(t) by a small random
amount [through n(t) and the data { ak} J. Defining the weights of
the impulses in the last line of Fig. 4 as { ek}, that is, defining

eDzQ(t) = E eka(t - k) , (12)

we show in the appendix that

ek = aidk(Ok - - Wk), (13)

where all symbols except the channel noise variables f vk and the
intersymbol interference constants f ek j are as in the discussion of the
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zero -crossing phase comparator. The changed definitions are

ri(k (fik -I- 7-) n(k dik 7-+)
V k

(213-) (20-)

and

ek =

where

(14)

0, k = 0,
, (15)

j (k (213-) f(k r+)/(20+), k X 0, 1

13± = f (7 - 1) - f (T1) (16)

and 7-± and 7= are defined as in Fig. 5. The pulse f (t) has without
loss of generality been centered so that

+ T+ = 1. (17)

Thus, the only difference in the two phase comparators is in the
precise way in which the random variables {vk } are related to the
additive channel noise and the constants { ek} to the pulse tails.

IV. SWITCHED LINEAR MODEL

Using eqs. (3) and (6) as a characterization of the phase comparator
and realizing that the phase of the vco output is the integral of the
signal on its input, we can model the PLL of Fig. 1 as shown in Fig. 6.
In Fig. 6, Af is the difference between the center frequency of the
vco and the line frequency, which we have normalized to unity. The
function H (s) is the transfer function of the low-pass filter normalized
so that H (0) = 1, and the open loop de gain a is given by

a = ai.a2a3,

where al is the phase -comparator gain [previously defined by eq. (6)],
a2 is the dc gain of the low-pass filter, and a3 is the vco gain.

It will be convenient to mix discrete and continuous notation as in
Fig. 6. For a precise interpretation of figures such as these, discrete

i(t-1)-i(t)

Fig. 5-Defining figure for 7- and 7+.
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Wk dk

aH(s)

Fig. 6-Time-varying model for PLL.

Bk

labels such as Ok and wk + 4)k are to be taken as shorthand for
E oks(t - k) and E (wk + ok)o(t - k)

The model of Fig. 6 is linear, but it varies in time as the gating
variable dk opens and closes the loop. A direct analysis of jitter using
this model is made difficult by the gating.

V. TIME -INVARIANT LINEAR MODEL

The key to obtaining a time -invariant approximation is to consider
the nature of the signal (44 - Ok)dk at the gate output in Fig. 6.
Letting p denote the probability of a data transition, we have

(4)k - Ok)dk = (4)k - Ok)p + (40k - Ok)(dk - p) (18)

The term (Ok - 0 k)p in this expansion represents the low frequency
(in comparison to the symbol rate) response of the gate to the low
frequency signal Ok Ok on its input. This signal completes the feed-
back path. Since dk has mean p and to good approximation is not
correlated with (Ok - Ok), the other component is a wideband signal
with no dc. It represents jitter -producing wideband noise injected into
the loop by the gating.

Conceptually, the phase error 44 - Ok has three components : a
static offset, which we denote by AL, necessary to pull the vco from its
quiescent frequency to the line frequency; a low -frequency component
present when 0(0 changes faster than the loop can track; and jitter.
Our key approximation is

(4)k - Ok)(dk - p) = µ (dk - P) (19)

In the PLL timing extractor of the T4M repeater,µ is about 100 times
the standard deviation of the jitter when the vco offset is a worst case
60 parts per million. Also 0(0, which is typically jitter from previous
repeaters, is within the closed -loop bandwidth so that it can be tracked.
Thus, for this system approximation (19) is excellent unless the center
frequency of the vco happens to be such that µ is unusually small.
In this case, however, approximating the wideband power injected by
(4)k - Ok) (dk - p) by the wideband power injected by

au(dk - p) = 0
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lA(dk-P) dk Wk

k
P a H (s)

Fig. 7-Approximation to time -varying model.

Ok

is still good since the jitter -producing noise injected into the loop by
additive channel noise and intersymbol interference is much stronger
than that injected by transition gating. We expect that, for most
other well -designed phase -locked loops, approximation (19) will be
good.

Approximation (19) substituted in (18) gives

(Ok - Ok)dk -- (Ok - Ok)p + gdk - 13) (20)

With this approximation, the model of Fig. 6 becomes the time -
invariant model of Fig. 7, which can be further simplified to the model
of Fig. 8.

It remains to calculate the static offset µ. Refer to Fig. 6. Since
there can be no steady-state dc signal at the integrator input, the dc
on the output of the low-pass filter must equal -A f, and the dc on its
input must equal - Alla. Therefore, with overscores denoting mean
values,

(4)k - ek)dk = - of - Wkdk. (21)

We noted earlier that Ok - Ok and dk are approximately uncorrelated.
Thus,

and
(c6k - ek)dk = (Ok - Ok)dk = pp (22)

A = - -
Af

-wkdk (23)
pa p

The mean wkdk is a function of the noise statistics and data statistics.
It can be shown that if the data are independent of the noise and have

stationary statistics,

OW 1' k

Wkdk = 0,

P a H(s)

s

OW

zk = (lip) (Wk dk -1-14 (dk-P)) + Af/a

Fig. 8-Time-invariant linear model for PLL.
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in which case
f

Pa
(25)

The model of Fig. 8 gives the output phase 0 (t) as the sum of the
input phase 0(0 passed through a filter with transfer function

G

and added noise

pa H (s)(s) - (26)
s pa H (s)

Zk = (-1 )[ZU kdk gdk p) + a
(27)

passed through the same filter. Since the model is fixed and linear, it
is easily analyzed. Although in the remainder of the paper we concen-
trate on finding the output -phase spectrum Se(f) for random 4)(t) ,

n(t) , and { a k}, exact calculations of 0 (t) can be made for given 0(t),
n (t) , and fad.

VI. SPECTRUM AND VARIANCE

The spectrum Se( f) of 0 (t) can be calculated under various assump-
tions on the statistics of OM, n(t) , and the data sequence fad . We
make the calculation here assuming

(i) n(t) , (t), and the data {ad are statistically independent and
stationary random processes.

(ii) The random variables { ad are independent.

Assumption (i) is reasonable if OM is not to represent accumulated
jitter from previous timing extractors.

Let p' denote the probability a data bit equals 1 and let q' = 1 - p'.
Then

p = 2p'q'. (28)

Notice that the transition probability is at most 1, which is achieved
with equiprobable data.

Assumption (i) implies that the driving processes (1) (t) and { zk } in
Fig. 8 are independent.' Thus, the spectrum Se(f) of 6(t) is given by

Se(f) = I G(f)12S,6(f) + I G(f)12Sz(f), (29)

* The {zk } process is a function of the {ad and {vk processes. Equation (9)
(zero -crossing phase comparator) and eq. (14) (nu) phase comparator) both give
the {vk} process as a function of both the 0(0 and n(t) processes. Thus, the inde-
pendence of the 0(0 and n(t) processes does not at first seem sufficient for the in-
dependence of the 0(0 and {vk} processes. However, the functional forms of both
(11) and (18) are such that, in both cases, the univariate statistics of the {vk } process
are independent of the statistics of the 0(t) process [the stationarity of the n(t)
process is used here] and moreover to within the slowly -varying 0(0 assumption
already made, the multivariate statistics are also. Thus, the 0(t) and {vk} processes
are independent to excellent approximation.
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where S, (f) is the spectrum of ck (t) and Sz(f) is the spectrum of the
process

z(t) = zka(t - k - X), (30)
k=-co

with X being an epoch -randomizing uniform [0, 1] random variable,
the addition of which is necessary to make z(t) stationary. Assuming
the loop to be narrowband so that the cutoff of the low-pass function
G(f) is well within the band of frequencies over which the spectrum
of the wide -band process z (t) is flat, we have, to excellent approximation,

Self) = IG(Di2Sco(D IG(D I28.(0). (31)

Since the variance oi of 0(1) is the integral of So(f), we have to this
same approximation

= f I G(f)I28,6(f)df Sz(0) f I G(f) I2df. (32)

The first term of (31) and the first term of (32) are associated with
the input phase 0(0 and will not be considered further. The more
interesting second terms are associated with the jitter added by the
timing extractor. Notice that Sz(0) provides a measure of the timing
extractor's performance.

It can be shown through straightforward but tedious manipulations
that

[CVO)

p
- C.(1)] p2(2 - 3P)S.(0) = - e-2)

oD

+ E (ek e -k - ek-1 -
k=1

ek-1)2 (33)

where C,,(k) is the covariance function of the sequence { vk } . The first
term in (33) is associated with additive channel noise and will usually
be negligible in comparison to the remaining terms, which are associ-
ated with the pulse shape f(t) through the intersymbol-interference
constants { ek} and the vco offset O f through At.

It is straightforward to show for either phase comparator that, if
f(t) is a symmetric pulse, then

ek = k -1, k = 1,2, (34)

and therefore

S.(0) = [C,(0) - C.(1)]/p A2(2 - 3p)/p. (35)

For unknown kt, this is certainly the best that can be done. The design
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DIGITAL
SOURCE

x(t) REPEATER
1

x(t-01 (t)) x(t-ON_ (t)) REPEATER x(t-ON(t))
N

Fig. 9-Jitter accumulation along a chain of repeaters.

conclusion to be drawn from (35) and (31), therefore, is that sym-
metric pulse shapes are best for timing purposes.

VII. CHAINS

The results of the previous section are easily extended for a cascade
of PLL timing extractors. Cascades are of engineering interest for the
study of chains of digital repeaters with PLL timing extractors. In a
cascade like that of Fig. 9, we call ON(t) accumulated jitter and

ON (t) ON(t) - ON -1(t) (36)

alignment jitter. The name alignment jitter comes from the fact that
ON(t) represents the amount by which the actual sampling time in
the Nth repeater is misaligned from the ideal sampling time.

In Fig. 9, the phase of the output of the (n - 1)th repeater is the
phase of the input to the nth. This fact and the fixed linear model of
Fig. 8 imply the model of Fig. 10, where

panH n(s)
s panHn(s)G (s)= (37)

This general model is fixed and linear, and thus not impossible to
analyze by conventional methods for any parameters of interest.
However, to derive insight and to obtain reasonably concise expres-
sions for ON(t) and N(t), it is necessary to make further assumptions
that reduce the number of parameters. We assume

(i) The additive channel noise is negligible and therefore the ran-
dom variables yr)} may be taken as zero.

(ii) The equalized pulse shapes f n(t) at the inputs to all the re-
peaters are identical.

(iii) The vco offsets Of are all identical.
(iv) The filters H (s) and open -loop de gains a are all identical.

(1/p) (dk 04(1) + Ain (dk-p)1+ ti lai (1/p) Idk wh IN) + 14(N) (dk-p))+ fN / a N

Fig. 10-Model for jitter accumulation along a chain of PLL timing extractors.
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Assumption (i) is in general reasonable. Assumptions (ii) through (iv)
are less reasonable, but are still interesting in that they are worst -
case assumptions. The first two align the input signals in Fig. 10.

The last gives the most chain gain at the peak frequency for a specified
amount of peaking in each repeater.

With assumptions (i) through (iv), the model of Fig. 10 simplifies
to that of Fig. 11, from which it is apparent that (we are making the
wideband noise approximation again)

N
Self( f) = Gn ( f)12S=(0) (38)

and
SAN( f) = I Gn ( f) 12S= (0) . (39)

Interestingly, the model of Fig. 11 is identical to that used by Byrne,
Karafin, and Robinson" to analyze a chain of digital repeaters with
tuned -circuit timing extractors. One important difference, however,
between the two analyses is that we have available a formula for z(t)
in terms of physically meaningful parameters. Byrne, Karafin, and
Robinson did not have such a formula and had to experimentally
determine Sz (0) .

The variances cri, and 4,. of AN (t) and ON(t) are, from (38) and
(39), given by

and

where

and

= J (N)8, (0) (40)

= I (N)S,(0),

J (N) = f I GN f

(41)

(42)

1(N) = f 7g1Gn(f)12 df. (43)

The large N behavior of J (N) and 1(N) depends critically on
whether or not G(f) exhibits peaking (i.e., whether or not there exists
a frequency f such that I G(f) I > 1). When G(f) exhibits peaking,
it can be shown by Laplace's method (see, for example, Ref. 12 or

z(t) (1/p) (dok+A(dk-p) ) +Alla

G (s)
oi (t) ON -1 (t)

Fig. 11-Simplified model for jitter accumulation along a chain.
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Ref. 13) that for large N

J(N) = l(N) = 21G(fP)12N47/[-

and

NL(fP)] (44)

1(N) = 7(N) = (N) GUP) 2

(45)1 - G(fp)

where fp is the frequency at which I G (f) I is maximum,

L(f) = In I G(f)I, (46)

and L(fp) is the second derivative of L(f) evaluated at fp.
When there is no peaking, G(f) is everywhere less than one except

at the origin where it must equal one. Thus, as N increases, I GN(f) 12

and Dy=, I Gn(f) 1 2 become increasingly narrower in bandwidth with
amplitudes 1 and N2 respectively at zero frequency. Let

G(f) = exp {L(f) .7.95(i) (47)

with L(f) and OM real, and approximate L(f) and OM near the
origin by

and

L(f) = L(0) -I- L(0)f + (1)L(0)f2
(4)L(0)p (48)

4,(f) = o(0) + ch(0)f
= c6(0)f. (49)

The quantities L(0) and L(0) equal zero because G(f) equals one at
the origin and I G(f)I is even. The phase ch(0) equals zero since G(0)
is real. Equations (48) and (49) lead after much manipulation to the
large N approximations

J(N) 1.1 ir/ N[-L(0)]

and
I(N) = 27N/c6(0).

If G(f) is a single -pole characteristic, that is, if

1
G(f) = 1 + iilfo

then (68) reduces to
I (N) = 27N fo,

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

which is consistent with a result in Ref. 6.
Notice the great difference in the asymptotic behavior of J (N) and

1(N) in the two situations. With peaking, J(N) and 1(N) are asymp-
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totically exponential [eqs. (44) and (45)], whereas without peaking
J(N) actually decreases with N for large N and I (N) only grows
linearly. The rapid growth of (44) and (45) with N indicates that, to
control jitter accumulation along a long chain, there must be very
little if any peaking.

VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We have used the theory developed here to numerically characterize
the jitter performance of the timing extractor in the T4M digital re-
peater. The exact numbers obtained are, of course, only of direct
interest to designers of this repeater, but their relative sizes should
be indicative of other timing extractors, and thus of more general
interest.

Data on the T4M line are scrambled so that an assumption of inde-
pendent data is justified, and, furthermore, the probability p of a
data transition equals I. Additive channel noise is a negligible jitter
source. The timing loop has a worst -case vco offset of 60 parts per
million, a dc gain

a = 8 X 10-2, (54)

and a filter
(1 + jf/h)(1± Mb)

H(f) (1 + ii/h)(1± jf/f4)2(1 + iiii5)(1± .7f/f6)'(55)

where fi,12, f3,14, f5, andf6 are, respectively, 3.65 X 10-6, 3.65 X 10-5,
1.82 X 10-7, 7.30 X 10-5, 1.45 X 10-4, and 1.09 X 10-3 cycles per
slot.*

The reasons for the rather involved form of this filter are of no
consequence here. However, it should be pointed out that some of the
poles and zeros are fixed by circuit parasitics and are not introduced

intentionally.
The shape f(t) of the received and equalized standard pulse depends

on repeater spacing and other parameters. A typical waveform At)
appears in Fig. 12. With a slicing level A fixed at 1 the maximum of
I At) - f(t - 1)1, the associated intersymbol interference constants
I ed are as in Table I. Substituting these values and p = 1 in (33) gives

S.(0) = /22 - 2/2(0.0090) + 1.61 X 10-4. (56)

For I Afj .5. 60 X 10-6, we have

itd =rpa
LC. 0.015. (57)

' Assuming T = 1 is equivalent to measuring time in slots and thus frequency
in cycles per slot.
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1.0

0.5

-0.5

-1.0

ARBITRARY TIME ORIGIN

AMPLITUDE SCALED SO THAT PEAK IS 1

Fig. 12-Output of differentiator.

t (SLOTS)

With 1.1 E [-0.015, 0.015],

8.(0) E [80 X 10-6, 656 X 10-6]. (58)

The minimum is achieved by

/2 = +0.009 (59)

and the maximum by
A = -0.015. (60)

All three terms of (33) are of comparable magnitude for these parame-
ters, indicating that for this particular repeater the jitter produced
by intersymbol interference is comparable to that produced by tran-
sition gating.

Table I - Numerical values for the constants {Ek} having
magnitudes greater than 0.00005. The constants

co and e_i equal zero by definition

C.-3 -0.0009
6-3 0.0194
e_i 0.0000
to 0.0000
61 0.0284
6 -0.0002
63 0.0003
64 -0.0005
65 0.0001
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Table II - Integral values and their approximations in dB

N 1(N) J (N) 1(N) 1(N)

1 -40.0 -38.2 -27.2 -38.2
2 -40.7 -38.9 -28.0 -34.0
3 -40.9 -39.0 -28.1 -31.6
5 -40.6 -38.8 -27.8 -28.6
7 -39.8 -38.3 -27.1 -26.4

10 -38.4 -37.2 -25.7 -23.8
20 -32.7 -32.1 -19.9 -17.2
30 -26.3 -26.0 -13.6 -11.4
50 -12.9 -12.7 -0.2 +0.9
70 0.8 1.0 13.6 14.2

100 21.8 21.9 34.6 35.0
200 92.8 92.9 105.6 105.8
300 164.4 164.5 177.2 177.3
500 308.4 308.4 321.1 321.2

With p = 1, a = 0.008, and H (f) as given by (55), G(f) has 0.75 dB
of peaking. In Table II we give 1(N), J (N) , f (N), I (N) , ot, and
al, [as defined by eqs. (44), (42), (45), (43), (40), and (41)] for various
values of N. The entries for at, and 4 assume a worst -case Ss (0) of
6.56 X 10-4. The convergence of 1(N) to J (N) and 1(N) to I (N)
for large N is readily apparent. It is also apparent that jitter accumu-
lation limits line lengths on this particular system to about 70 re-
peaters where the rms alignment jitter is 0.03 slot (10 degrees). The
entries in the table for larger N need qualification. One could not
expect to measure them since, in that length line, lock would be lost.
Our analysis assumes lock and makes many small signal approximations.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

By chopping the phase error ckk Ok, transition gating injects
jitter -producing wideband noise into a PLL extracting symbol timing
from a baseband data waveform. If the wideband noise injected by
the signal (ok - Ok) (dk - p) is approximated as that injected by

(dk - p), the model for analyzing jitter in a PLL with transition gating
becomes time invariant and can be easily analyzed.
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APPENDIX

Calculation of Error Signal

In this appendix, we find the weights {ek} for the DZQ phase com-
parator as a function of the input phase, the vco phase, the data se-
quence f , the standard pulse shape f (t) , and the additive channel
noise n(t). The procedure followed is quite similar to that used by
Saltzberg9 to find the weights { ek } for the zero -crossing phase
comparator.

Assume first, for argument's sake, that ak = - 1 and ak+1 = 1.

Then

r (t) = -f (t - k - Ok) f (t - k - 1 - (fik+1)
+ E

mOk,k+1

The input jitter /k contains only low frequencies in comparison to
the symbol rate. Thus, the near neighbors of 44 approximately equal
it and, assuming f (t) is insignificantly small far out on its tails (as it
must be for the eye to be open and regeneration possible), we can
reasonably take r (t) for t E [k, k 1] as

r (t) = -f (t - k - clo k) f (t - k - 1 - k)

+ E an,f(t -m

Define

Then

am f (t - m. - m) n(t). (61)

- 'k) + n(t). (62)

q(t) = E am j(t - nn - Ok) n(t).
m-'k,k+1

(63)

(t) = - (t - k -c5 k) (t - k - 1 - ybk) q(t). (64)

Let 7-- denote the time in [0, 1] when j(t - 1) - At) makes an
upward crossing of the DZQ slicing level A and let r+ denote the time
in [0, 1] when it makes a downward crossing (see Fig. 5). During
the time interval [k Ok, k + 1 + (1) k], r (t) will appear as in Fig. 13.
Define '7"' so that the input to the dead -zone quantizer makes an up-
ward crossing of the slicing level A (that is, a pulse starts at the DZQ
output) at time k + Denote the slope of f (t - 1) - f (t)
at time 7-- by That is, let

13- = f (T- - 1) -f . (65)
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q(k +0,4-7-)
1

r(t) -q(t)

1q(k+44+7+)

4
SLOPE

f( - - ) /
SLOPE /

f(r+-1)4(71

k 4
k+444-7- / I k+4,k+74-

k+(tik+Tk- k+444-7+

Fig. 13-Linear extrapolation for r and T+.

To good approximation, we have (see Fig. 13)

=
q(k (bk ± 7-)- Tk

or, after rearrangement,

Tk = r - q(k

(66)

(67)

Defining rt as the time when the pulse at the output of the dead -zone
quantizer ends and defining

R+ = f (r+ - 1) -f (7-+), (68)

we have, by a similar argument,

4 = 7-+ - q(k (14 r+)/13±. (69)

The output of the vco is sin [girt - 270(t)]. Assuming the phase -
locked loop is in lock, that is, that 0(t) - 4)(t) is, at most, a small
fraction of a slot, a downward crossing of zero by sin Dirt - 270(0]
must occur near the middle of the interval [k chk, k 1 + ekk].
Define sk so that

k ± sk

denotes the time of this occurrence. Then

C27 (k (fik sk) - 270(k + (Pk + i + sk)] mod 2r = T. (70)

The phase 0(t) is slowly varying with respect to the symbol interval.
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Therefore,
0(k + 4)k + 2 + sk) = 0(k) = 0k. (71)

With this approximation, (70) becomes

[2r (k Ckk + a + sk) - 27-0(k)] mod 2r = ir, (72)

which implies (4k - Ok and sk are small)

sk = 4k. (73)

From Fig. (14), it is clear that ek must be proportional to

+2 - Tt - Ert - 4_ e
2 Sk)],

which simplifies to
1 + 2sk - Tt - 4

ek = al(Ok - 4k) «1(1 - T - T -F)/2

ai l
q(k (kk T-) q(k (Pk r+)

20+

Let

Vk

and

(k k 7) V (k k 7+)
213-

j(k T-) f(k

2)3+

r+)

(74)

(75)

or, after substituting (74) for sk,

2(0k - Ok) ± 1 - Tj - 4. (76)

Using the approximations (67) and (69) for and 4 and denoting
the constant of proportionality relating ek and (76) by al/2, we have

(77)

20- 213+

and assume that the pulse f(t) has without loss of generality been
centered so that

(78)

E k (79)

T- T± = 1. (80)

--OUTPUT OF IDEAL LIMITER --OUTPUT OF RECTIFIER

-- 0

k+Ok k+Ok+7k- k + k + 1 /2 + sk k + tto k + T k k+ k + 1

Fig. 14-Inputs to multiplier.

_t
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Then, using (63), we obtain

ek = ai(Ok - Q'k + V k Eamok-m)
mok,k+1

(81)

To derive (81), we assumed ak equal to -1 and ak+1 equal to +1.
If the signs are reversed, a similar analysis shows

ek = cei(0 k -cfik-Vk- E amok -m) (82)
mok,k+1

If ak = ak+i,
ek = 0, (83)

since no transition occurs. By defining

dk =
ak (1 - akak+i)

2
(84)

0, ak = ak-1-1

we can combine all three of these equations, and write for all ak, ak+1

ek = olidk(Ok - dk - akvk - ak E amok -m) (85)
mOk ,k+1
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Some Properties of the Variance
of the Switch -Count Load
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Under equilibrium conditions, the load carried by a service system is
defined as the average amount of traffic handled per unit of time. An
unbiased estimate of this parameter is provided by the switch -count load,
which is obtained by recording the number of busy servers at regular time
intervals and then taking the arithmetic mean of these observations.

Formulas for the variance of this measurement (which are applicable
to delay -and -loss systems with either finite- or infinite -source inputs and
arbitrary defection rates) were derived in a previous paper'; a program
for their computation is now available and has been used to explore effects
of parameter changes on the switch -count load variance. The purpose of
the present paper is to describe results of this investigation and, in par-
ticular, to draw attention to two properties which may be unexpected: (i)
the variance of the switch -count load does not always decrease when waiting
positions are added, and (ii) the variance of the carried -load estimate
obtained from continuous observation over a given time interval is not a
lower bound for the variance of load estimates calculated from a finite
sequence of recording of the number of busy servers.

I. INTRODUCTION

When statistical equilibrium prevails, the load carried by a group
of servers is defined as the average amount of traffic handled per unit
of time. In telephony, this parameter is often evaluated by "switch-
counting."2.3 According to this method, the number of servers in use
is recorded at regular time intervals ; these numbers are then added
together and their sum, divided by the number of observations (scans),
is an unbiased estimate of the carried load. This measurement is
called hereafter the switch -count load to distinguish it from estimates
based on continuous observation. The latter are obtained by dividing
the aggregated usage of the servers by the length of the measurement
interval and can be viewed as limits of switch -count load measure-
ments in which the number of scans tends to infinity while the length
of the observation period is kept unchanged.
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The problem of finding the variance of the switch -count load in loss
systems with exponential service times has attracted a good deal of
attention. Description of some earlier contributions to this subject can
be found in Ref. 1.

In a recent paper,' formulas for the variance of the switch -count
load were derived for delay -and -loss systems with state -dependent
input rates and exponential service times. (As is customary, the state
of the system at some instant, t, is defined as the number of customers
who are either being served or are waiting at that time.) More pre-
cisely, the assumptions made here are as follows :

(i) Calls originate at rate X. ( > 0) whenever the system is in state
n. We consider here only the two cases where the X.'s are either
independent of n (Poisson input) or are proportional to the
number of idle sources (finite -source input).

(ii) Requests which originate when no free server is available are
either delayed or lost; they are delayed if a waiting position
is available and lost otherwise. While waiting, the requests are
allowed to defect from the system at the same constant indi-
vidual rate, j.

(iii) The service times are exponentially distributed ; they are also
independent of each other and of the state of the system. The
average service time is taken throughout as the unit of time.

As in Ref. 1, we make the assumption that the number of servers
and the number of waiting positions are finite. In the computations,
however, we have to be more restrictive since numerical as well as
storage problems may limit their ranges. But this, as it turns out, does
not preclude investigations of rather large systems, and even of queues
with Poisson input and infinite waiting room, so long as they can be
approximated by systems that are computationally manageable. From
a practical point of view, this treatment of the delay systems with
unboundable queues has been found to be satisfactory even when they
are nearly saturated.

A program for the computation of the formulas derived in Ref. 1
has been written and has been used to investigate the effects of param-
eter changes on the variance of the switch -count load-special atten-
tion being paid to the influence of delays on the variability of this
measurement. The purpose of this expository paper, which serves as a
complement to Ref. 1, is to describe the numerical results obtained
thus far; these, in turn, suggest some general qualitative character-
istics of the switch -count load variance that may be unexpected at
times. These properties are "read off" the graphs and tables ; they are
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stated and explained informally in the following discussions. Their
proofs will be presented in a subsequent paper.

The original goal of the computations was to determine the scope
of the approach developed in Ref. 1 and, principally, to determine its
limits of accuracy as the number of servers and/or waiting positions
become large. Some conclusions in this regard appear in Ref. 1. We
mention here only that a thorough examination of the numerical
stability of the computations was carried out for systems with as
many as 400 devices and that, from a practical point of view, no sig-
nificant loss in accuracy could be detected over this range. (By device,
we mean here either a server or a waiting position.)

II. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS

Following is a list of symbols and detfinitions used throughout :

c = number of servers,
d = number of devices ( = number of servers + number of

waiting positions),
s = number of sources (s is considered to be infinite whenever

the input is Poissonian),
a = offered load in erlangs (this symbol is used only when the

input is Poissonian),
X = demand rate of an idle source-i.e., of a source that is

neither being served nor waiting for service,
A = s  X (this symbol as well as X are used only in the case of

finite -source inputs),
h.t. = average service -time (used throughout as the unit of time),

j = individual defection rate of the waiting requests (j is
Palm's j -factor ; it is equal to zero whenever waiting
requests do not defect and to infinity when waiting is
not allowed),

T = length of the observation period (in multiples of h.t.),
n = number of recordings (scans) made during the observation

period,
r = interval between consecutive recordings of the number of

busy servers in multiples of h.t.,
N c(t) = number of busy servers at time t (0 < N c(t) -_ c) ,

Ln (T) = switch -count load based on n scans spaced T ( = T/n) apart
over an interval of length T.

Clearly, the n observations which enter in the computation of Ln (T)
can be made in many ways. If we take the beginning of the observation
period as the time origin, then for any 0 such that 0 < 0

.. r, the
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instants 0, 0 + r, 0 + 2r, , 0 (n - 1)7, constitute a possible
scanning sequence. Under equilibrium conditions, the statistical
properties of Ln(T) are independent of 0 and, for the sake of definite-
ness, we shall set it equal to T so that

L(T) = 1 El c(r) N,(2r) +  + Nc(nr)1, nr = T.

When the switch -count load is measured as described above, we
shall say, whenever emphasis is needed (and only then), that the mea-
surement is of type I. Sections III through VI as well as VIII per-
tain only to these measurements. Type II measurements are intro-
duced and dealt with in Section VII, while pertinent numerical
examples are presented in Tables I through IV.

III. QUEUING EFFECT

Superficially, it would seem that, as time elapses, the number of busy
servers is less volatile when waiting is allowed than when it is not.
The reason sometimes advanced to support this view is that a com-
parison of a loss system with a delay system having the same number
of servers would reveal that, for a given offered load, the mean number
of busy servers tends to be smaller for the loss system than for the
delay system, and that the "holes" in the carried -load process (see
Fig. 1) of a loss system would be shortened and partially filled if the
blocked calls were allowed to wait. If this were the case, the traffic
fluctuations would be dampened and the conclusion could then be
drawn that the variance of the switch -count load must decrease as
the number of waiting positions increases. (Throughout this and the
next three sections, the scanning rate is assumed to be fixed.) Ac-

N3(t)

0

- "HOLE"

tt t2

Fig. 1-Carried-load process in a loss system with three servers.
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cordingly, for a given offered load, the variance of the switch -count
load would be largest for loss systems and could therefore serve as an
upper bound for the switch -count load variance in delay -and -loss
systems.

Under the present conditions, the preceding argument is readily
seen to be fallacious. Indeed, let t1 be an instant at which an interval
of full server occupancy terminates and let t2 be the instant when, for
the first time after t1, all the servers are again occupied (see Fig. 1).
Because of the assumptions made here regarding the input and the
disposition of the requests, the behavior of the carried -load process
over (t1, t2) is unaffected by what took place prior to ti; hence, there
cannot be any tendency for the "holes" to be filled since the distribu-
tion of their lengths remains the same and the evolution of the process
over such "holes" is unchanged by the occurrence of delays. The only
thing that happens is that the intervals of full uninterrupted occupancy
tend to be of longer duration when queuing is permitted; the "holes"
themselves are merely shifted.

The question of whether or not the variance of the switch -count
load always decreases as the number of waiting positions increases
has a clear-cut answer : it is "no," since the behavior of the switch-
count load regarded as a function of the number of devices depends
essentially on the offered load. We state next a few general properties.

So long as the offered load is light, the variance of the switch -count
load increases monotonically as the number of waiting positions in-
creases (see Fig. 2a). At higher loads, which, however, still fall below c,
the variance first increases and then decreases monotonically toward a
positive value as the number of waiting positions increases (see Fig.
2b). A similar behavior can be observed when a = c and at "moderate"
loads in excess of c, but with one difference, namely that the variance
now tends to zero as the number of waiting positions tends to infinity
(see Fig. 2c). Finally, when a > c and is sufficiently high, the variance
decreases monotonically and tends to 0 as the number of waiting
positions increases (see Fig. 2d). It can be shown that the variance of
the switch -count load always behaves in this manner and that, regard-
less of the number of servers, the lengths of the observation period,
and the number of scans, each of the four patterns sketched in Fig. 2
does occur for some values of the offered load. Figure 3 depicts this
rather intricate behavior of the switch -count load variance in the
case of a four -server system with Poisson input and no defection from
the queue.

For all values of T, the variance of Li (T) is equal to the variance,
old, of the equilibrium distribution of the number of busy servers.
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c NUMBER OF DEVICES

(b) " INTERMEDIATE" LOAD a (<c1

Fig. 2-Variance of switch -count load vs number of devices.

The latter, therefore, also display the characteristic behavior of the
switch -count load variance. We can of course proceed in the opposite
direction : we can first determine the behavior of 4d and, hence, of
Var LI (T), and then anticipate some of the properties of the variance
of L.(T). This is done next.

Let P.,d(n) be the equilibrium probability of n servers busy in a
system with c servers and d devices. Let 63,4 = {Pc.d (0), P.,d(1), ,
P.,d(c)}, (P. = (P.,, and cit., be the distribution whose total probability
mass is concentrated at c. Under the present conditions, the state
probabilities are governed by the familiar birth -and -death equations
and these imply that the ratios between the probabilities P0,d(n),
n = 0, 1, , c - 1, are independent of d. Hence,

6).,d = qd19. + (1 - 0 5 qd 5 1,

where (1 - qd) is the probability that at least one waiting position is
occupied (q0 = 1).

Let m0 be the mean of (Pc and cr2, = a its variance. Simple cal-
culations show that

01,a = qdai qd(1 - qd)(c - mc)2.

Now, regarded as a function of q only,

V0(q) q(1 - q)(c - mc)2
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Fig. 3-Variance of the switch -count load (Poisson input).

is increasing whenever

18

Oi ± (C - Mc)2(2,-. = > q (.0),2(c - mc)2

and decreasing when q* < q.
As the load tends to cc (c being kept fixed), q* remains bounded

away from 0 while qd and qd+1 tend to 0. Hence, for sufficiently large
values of a the probabilities qd and qd+1 are both smaller than q* and,
since qd+i < qd for all d's, we have

Cd,d+k+1 - 01,d+k = V c(qd+k+1) -V c(qd+k) < 0, k = 0, 1, 2, .

Conversely, as the load tends to 0, q* tends to 1 while qd and qd+1
tend to 1. Hence, for sufficiently small loads, q* < qd+1 < qd and the
preceding inequality is reversed.
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These considerations explain how the behavior of ol,d = Var L1(T),
as d varies, is governed by two simple facts, namely that (1) transfers
of "sufficiently small" probability masses to the sample value that is
farthest from the mean lead to distributions with greater variances,
and that (ii) an increased concentration of the probability mass in
the vicinity of the mean is accompanied by a decrease of the variance.
As we have just seen, such changes of the probability distribution of
the number of busy servers can be induced by changing the number
of waiting positions. Thus, so long as the offered load, a, does not exceed
a certain bound (al in the example of Fig. 4), Var L1(T) increases
monotonically as d increases. Conversely, whenever a is larger than a
specific value (a2 in Fig. 4), Var L1(T) decreases monotonically as d
increases. However, because of the discreteness of d, this monotonic
decrease may occur over a wider range (for a .?_. as in Fig. 4; as, in
this instance, falls just short of 4). Finally, there is an intermediate
range (al ..._ a < a3 in Fig. 4) where Var L1 (T) first increases and then
decreases monotonically as d increases from c to 00 .

We now turn our attention to Var Ln(T), n > 1. The behavior of
this variance is more difficult to elucidate because Ln(T) is now the
arithmetic mean of n correlated random variables. The informal
argument used in the preceding paragraphs may nevertheless be
modified so as to cover this new situation. For given a, c, and d (> c),

2.0

1.0

0.75

0.5

0.3

02

POISSON INPUT
EXPONENTIAL SERVICE TIME
c = 4

qc (LOSS SYSTEM)//
q.

10-

o
1

1

qc, (DELAY SYSTEM)

a3 a2

I I I

2 3 4

OFFERED LOAD IN ERLANGS
5 6

Fig. 4-Parameters q0, q,, and q* as functions of the offered load.
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consider the aggregate (ensemble) of all possible switch -count load
measurements over a given time interval of length T. This finite
aggregate may be split into two disjoint classes : Class 1 includes all
the measurements for which the number of busy devices does not
exceed c at any of the scanning instants T, 2T, 37., , ; Class 2
comprises all the other measurements. [The possible values of Class 1
measurements are 0, 1/n, 2/n, , c(=cn/n), and those of Class 2
are c/n, (c 1)/n, , c.] Given that a measurement is of Class 1,
let 03P) be its conditional distribution. Similarly, let (P5 be the con-
ditional distribution of the Class 2 measurements.

Under the present assumptions, OV) is identical to the distribution
of L (T) for d = c and is thus independent of d. The roles played by
6), and 'lid above are now taken over by (PP and (P(c2,11, respectively, and
the distribution, tc,d, of L (T)is therefore given by

Qc,d = ild(P,1) + (1 - cla)Vel,

where qd is the probability that a measurement is of Class 1.
By assumption, the system is in equilibrium at time 0 and the prob-

ability that at least one waiting position is occupied at any given
scanning instant increases with d. Thus, as d becomes larger, the
proportion of Class 2 measurements increases. It also stands to rea-
son, however, that the values of these measurements tend to be larger
than those of Class 1 and that their magnitudes also increase with d.
Thus, we may expect a greater proportion of relatively high load mea-
surements as d increases. As before, and so long as the offered load is
sufficiently small, the appearance of these "more extreme" values pro-
duce a scattering of the probability masses and this will tend to mag-
nify the variance of L (T). But when the offered load exceeds a cer-
tain level, the Class 1 measurements are, on the average, just about
as large as those of Class 2 and increases of d make "relatively small"
carried -load measurements less likely. This leads to a concentration of
the probability masses about the mean of L (T)and brings down its
variance. These effects are clearly visible in Figs. 3, 5, and 6.

IV. EFFECT OF DEFECTIONS

In the preceding section we have attempted to explain how changes
in the number of waiting positions affect the variance of the switch -
count load. The arguments advanced depend on the fact that "more
queuing" tends to increase the probability of full server -occupancy
(the all -server -busy state) at the expense of the probabilities of the
states 0, 1, 2, , c - 1, while leaving the ratios between the latter
unchanged. For fixed values of c and d, similar transfers of probability
masses-with analogous consequences for VarL7,(T)-can be induced
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Fig. 5-Standard deviation of the switch -count load (Poisson input).

14

by varying the rates at which requests may defect from the waiting
line.

If we assume, for example, that the requests defect at a constant
individual probability rate, j, then the probability of full occupancy
increases monotonically as j decreases. (Note that when j = 0, all
delayed calls wait until served, and that whenever j = , no waiting
ever occurs and all the blocked calls are "lost." The familiar "blocked -
calls -held" assumption corresponds to a j value of 1.) We may there-
fore expect that, for a given offered load, the variance of L,1(T) will,
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Fig. 6-Standard deviation of the switch -count load, delay vs loss system (Poisson
input).

as j varies, display a similar behavior to that observed when the
number of waiting positions changes. That this is indeed the case can
be seen in Fig. 7. Hence, we may state the following : For given a, c,
and d, and decreasing values of j, the variance of the switch -count
load increases for sufficiently small values of the offered load and de-
creases whenever a is large enough. Also, there are values of the
offered load for which intermediate defection rates do not imply inter-
mediate values of Var L. (T).

V. FINITE -SOURCE EFFECT

A similar situation obtains-and admits of a similar explanation-
when the input is generated by a finite number of sources (see Fig. 8).
In this case, as the number of sources increases, so does the probability
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Fig. 7-Effect of defection rate on variance of the switch -count load, delay -and -
loss system (Poisson input).

of waiting and Var L (T), as a function of a, behaves as above. How-
ever, in these systems, the (overall) offered load is somewhat elusive
as it depends not only on A and the number of sources, s, but also on
the structural parameters c and d and on the defection rate. Thus, the
dependence of Var Ln(T) on the number of sources is shown in Fig. 8
for prescribed values of A = s A.

Since

An= n = 0, 1, , d - 1,s/
the rate An, for any given n, therefore increases with s. This in turn
implies that, for fixed A, the offered load increases with s. Hence, if
the abscissa in Fig. 8 had been the offered load (instead of A), the
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Fig. 8-Variance of the switch -count load, loss system (Poisson and finite -source
inputs).

plotted points, with the exception of the origin and of those on the
s = co curve, would have been moved to the right. It is apparent,
however, that such a change of abscissa would not have destroyed the
overall incidence pattern depicted in Fig. 8.

VI. ANOTHER VIEW

We have studied thus far the effects of various parameter changes
on Var L (T) for known values of the (individual or overall) demand
rates. This approach is particularly convenient since it gives us a
direct handle on the state probabilities and, as we have seen, the
behavior of Var L (T) was then readily predictable in these terms.
However, no general monotonicity property emerged within this frame -
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work. But if, instead of the offered load, we use the carried load as
primary variable, we obtain a very different and far less intricate pic-
ture which, in turn, leads to a simple general rule.

From Figs. 9 to 12, we may infer that :

(i) For a given number of servers and a given value of the carried
load, Var L 7,(t) decreases monotonically as the number of
waiting positions decreases (see Fig. 9).

(ii) For given c and d, and a prescribed value of the carried load,

0.7

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

01

c = 8
T = 20 h.t.
n = 36 SCANS
d = NUMBER OF DEVICES

2 3 4 5

CARRIED LOAD IN ERLANGS

6 7

Fig. 9-Standard deviation of the switch -count load (Poisson input).
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Fig. 10-Variance of the switch -count load, delay -and -loss system (Poisson and
finite -source inputs).

Var L (T)decreases monotonically as the
sources decreases (see Figs. 10 and 11).

(iii) For given c and d, and a fixed value of
Var L (T)decreases monotonically as the
increases (see Fig. 12).

number of traffic

the carried load,
defection rate, j,

We note that these decreases of Var L(T) are accompanied, in all
cases, by increases in the number of calls that must be offered to main-
tain the carried load at a prescribed level. This brings us back to a
"hole -filling" argument (cf. Section III) with a new twist, the pre-
scription of the carried load that makes it operative. And now we
see that, at a given occupancy, the "holes" are filled by allowing less
rather than more queuing ! Indeed, with less queuing, the average
length of the busy periods is shortened and it is, therefore, necessary
to fill the "holes" partially so as to maintain the carried load at its
designated level. And with such compensatory fillings, the variance of
the switch -count load can be expected to-and actually does-go
down. These arguments provide us with an intuitive justification of
inferences (i) through (iii) since, for a constant carried load, either
decreasing the number of waiting positions or the number of sources or,
alternatively, increasing the defection rate tends to reduce queuing.
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Fig. 11-Variance of the switch -count load, delay system (finite -source input).

4

The preceding considerations remain valid if one prescribes the
blocking probability instead of the carried load. This is borne out by
the data presented in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 12-Effect of the defection rate on the variance of the switch -count load,
delay -and -loss system (Poisson input).
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Fig. 13-Variance of the switch -count load vs blocking probability (Poisson input).
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VII. EFFECT OF THE SCANNING RATE

We start with the statements of two properties. (In the sequel, c,
d, s, and j are assumed fixed.)

(i) For a given value of the offered load and a given length of the
observation period, the variance of the switch -count load de-
creases monotonically as the number of scans increases.

(ii) For a given offered load and a given number of scans, the vari-
ance of the switch -count load decreases monotonically as the
length of the observation period increases.

All that is needed to prove the last assertion is a straightforward
application of the familiar formula for the variance of a sum of corre-
lated random variables (Ref. 4, pp. 229 ff) and use of the fact that the
covariance, R(t), between two observations of the number of busy
servers made t apart decreases as t increases.

For given T and n, we have always assumed thus far that the n
scans were made T = T/n apart. Under this circumstance, it can be
proved that (i) above is satisfied. But, as we shall see, (i) may fail
to hold if the n scanning instants are chosen in a different way. We
shall make use of this unexpected fact to show that the carried -load
measurement obtained by continuous observation is never a minimum -
variance estimate of the carried load.

For given T and n, the switch -count load was defined by the relation

Ln(T) = -n1 [N. c(r) + AT ,(2r) +  + Nc(nr)], nr = T.

In the following discussion, this measurement is said to be of type I
and, accordingly, we shall designate it by 14(T) instead of Ln(T).
The switch -count load measurements of type II are defined as follows :

LY -- ;71(T) IN c(0) + A rc(r') +  + N.Un - 1)711)

where TI = T/ (n - 1). As defined here, measurements of type II
differ from those of type I in that a recording is made at each end of
the observation period (see Fig. 14). To avoid minor qualifications,
we also define Lfi(T) by setting it equal to Lf(T).

Figure 14 shows that each measurement of type I may also be
regarded as a measurement of type II, and conversely. Thus,
for T = T /n, the two random variables 12;,(T) and LI' (T - r) are
equidistributed for all n. In the present context, however, it is useful
to make a distinction between type I and type II measurements
because, as shown next, their respective variances do not behave in
the same manner as the number of scans increases.
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The load measurements L4(T) and LY(T) are sums of n correlated,
but identically distributed, random variables, and their respective
variances are, therefore, given by (see Ref. 4, p. 229) :

1Var W ,T) = {nR(0) + 2(n - 1)R(r) + 2(n - 2)R(2r)
n

+ -I- 2RE(n - 1)7J), T = T/n,

and

1
Var LY

n
(T) = . {nR(0) + 2(n - 1)R(r') + 2(n - 2)R(2r')

+ -  + 2R[(n - 1)7'1, r' = T/ (n - 1),

where R (0) = old.
For given T and n, the spacing between successive scans is greater

for type II than for type I measurements (r' > r). Hence, since R
decreases monotonically as its argument increases, we have R(kr')
< R (kr) for all k. It is then readily seen from the two preceding vari-
ances formulas that

Var L;,(T) > Var Ly (T), n = 2, 3, .

Furthermore, it is easy to prove that

Var Lce(T) = lira Var L,I(T) = lim Var LY(T),
n-oco n-.00

where L (T) is the observed carried load obtained by continuous mea-
surement over (0, T). But whereas, according to statement (i), above,
Var LgT) decreases monotonically towards Var Lc.,(T) as n tends to
infinity, Var Ly(T) first decreases to a value that lies below Var L.,(T)
and then increases monotonically towards Var Leo(T) (see Fig. 15 and
Tables I through IV, where all entries for which Var LY(T)
< Var L.,(T) are italicized).

0 r 2r 3r 4r 5r
I 4 1 I I A TYPE I/ I n = 5/

I/
I/
I

FIRST SCAN LAST SCAN
/

I/
I/
I// I TYPE II

Ii° I I I
if n = 5

0 7 2r' 3r' 4r'

Fig. 14-Type I vs type II measurements.
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Fig. 15 -Variance of type I and type II measurements.

Table I - Variance of the switch -count load for various
offered loads

Poisson input; loss system, c = d = 4; T = 15.36 h.t.

n

No. of
Scans

a = 0.25 erlang a = 0.5 erlang a = 1 erlang

Type I Type II Type I Type II Type I Type II

13 0.034332 0.032435 0.067979 0.064228 0.124918 0.118142
17 0.032724 0.031185 0.064770 0.061727 0.118634 0.113110
21 0.031931 0.030650 0.063187 0.060653 0.115531 0.110921
25 0.031484 0.030391* 0.062294 0.060132 0.113778 0.109840
33 0.031025 0.030184 0.061377 0.059713 0.111976 0.108942
49 0.030685 0.030112 0.060698 0.059565 0.110642 0.108574
65 0.030562 0.030129 0.060454 0.059597 0.110162 0.108597
00 0.030401 0.030401 0.060133 0.060133 0.109529 0.109529

a = 1.5 erlangs a = 2 erlangs a = 2.5 erlangs
No. of
Scans

Type I Type II Type I Type II Type I Type II

13 0.156473 0.148318 0.163109 0.155147 0.154579 0.147698
17 0.147517 0.140800 0.152063 0.145398 0.142050 0.136159
21 0.143076 0.137442 0.146553 0.140916 0.135747 0.130709
25 0.140563 0.135736 0.143421 0.138570 0.132147 0.127783
33 0.137974 0.134244 0.140186 0.136419 0.128411 0.125000
49 0.136053 0.133505 0.137778 0.135195 0.125619 0.123268
65 0.135362 0.133431 0.136909 0.134950 0.124609 0.122822
CO 0.134449 0.134449 0.135761 0.135761 0.123270 0.123270

a = 3 erlangs a = 3.5 erlangs a = 4 erlangs
No. of
Scans

Type I Type II Type I Type II Type I Type II

21 0.119526 0.115301 0.102950 0.099532 0.088157 0.085446
25 0.115590 0.111901 0.098788 0.095772 0.083855 0.081434
33 0.111485 0.108576 0.094420 0.092017 0.079310 0.077355
49 0.108399 0.106382 0.091116 0.089435 0.075847 0.074466
65 0.107279 0.105741 0.089910 0.088626 0.074577 0.073517

129 0.106169 0.105386 0.088713 0.088057 0.073311 0.072768
257 0.105885 0.105491 0.088406 0.088076 0.072986 0.072712

co 0.105790 0.105790 0.088303 0.088303 0.072876 0.072876

*All entries for which Var La" (T) < Var 00 (T) appear in italics.
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Table II - Variance of the switch -count load for various
offered loads

Poisson input; delay -and -loss system, c = 4, d = 80; T = 15.36 h.t.

No. of
Scans

a = 0.25 erlang a = 0.5 erlang a = 1 erlang

Type I Type II Type I Type II Type I Type II

13 0.034364 0.032464 0.068701 0.064901 0.136799 0.129203
17 0.032756 0.031215 0.065492 0.062411 0.130537 0.124388
21 0.031963 0.030680 0.063910 0.061345 0.127445 0.122331
25 0.031515 0.030421 0.063017 0.060829 0.125698 0.121338
33 0.031056 0.030214 0.062100 0.060417 0.123902 0.120549
49 0.030716 0.030143 0.061421 0.060275 0.122572 0.120290
65 0.030594 0.030160 0.061177 0.060310 0.122093 0.120367
00 0.030432 0.030432 0.060855 0.060855 0.121463 0.121463

a = 1.5 erlangs a = 2 erlangs a = 2.5 erlangs
No. of
Scans

Type I Type II Type I Type II Type I Type II

13 0.202358 0.191037 0.261618 0.246937 0.306471 0.289678
17 0.193599 0.184477 0.251394 0.239647 0.296204 0.282872
21 0.189262 0.181690 0.246311 0.236590 0.291074 0.280080
25 0.186807 0.180358 0.243426 0.235159 0.288151 0.278822
33 0.184278 0.179324 0.240445 0.234105 0.285122 0.277981
49 0.182401 0.179031 0.238225 0.233917 0.282856 0.278012
65 0.181725 0.179175 0.237423 0.234165 0.282035 0.278374
00 0.180831 0.180831 0.236361 0.236361 0.280944 0.280944

a = 3 erlangs a = 3.5 erlangs a = 3.75 erlangs
No. of
Scans

Type I Type II Type I Type II Type I Type II

13 0.316095 0.300266 0.242082 0.232099 0.149011 0.143657
17 0.307459 0.294979 0.236873 0.229033 0.146173 0.141970
21 0.303119 0.292863 0.234234 0.227809 0.144733 0.141286
25 0.300638 0.291949 0.232727 0.227285 0.143905 0.140988
33 0.298056 0.291418 0.231147 0.226994 0.143037 0.140812
49 0.296116 0.291620 0.229954 0.227144 0.142380 0.140874
65 0.295410 0.292014 0.229518 0.227396 0.142140 0.141003
cc 0.294469 0.294469 0.228934 0.228934 0.141817 0.141817

An immediate consequence of this phenomenon is that L.(T) is
not a minimum variance estimate of the load carried over intervals of
length T.

To shed some light on how this behavior of Var .I4l(T) comes about,
we consider the following simple examples.

Let Xi, X2, and X3 be identically distributed random variables with
variances cr2, and assume that Cov (X1, X2) = Cov (X2, X3) = cr20
and that Cov (X1, X3) = a202, where 0 1. (It is readily shown
that this particular choice of the covariances is legitimate.)
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Table Ill - Variance of the switch -count load for various
lengths of observation period

Poisson input, a = 2 erlangs; loss system, c = d = 4

No. of
Scans

T = 0.48 T = 0.96 T = 1.92

Type I Type II Type I Type II Type I Type II

1 1.392290 1.392290 1.392290 1.392290 1.392290 1.392290
2 1.207470 1.073203 1.073203 0.902186 0.902186 0.758072
3 1.172790 1.086189 1.011540 0.890833 0.799280 0.674767
5 1.154976 1.106250 0.979610 0.908806 0.744683 0.664710
9 1.148037 1.122470 0.967124 0.929260 0.723056 0.678623

17 1.145806 1.132783 0.963103 0.943647 0.716056 0.692850
33 1.145168 1.138609 0.961952 0.952112 0.714048 0.702227
49 1.145042 1.140660 0.961725 0.955143 0.713652 0.705726
65 1.144997 1.141707 0.961644 0.956700 0.713510 0.707550
co 1.144938 1.144938 0.961537 0.961537 0.713323 0.713323

T = 3.84 T = 7.68 T = 15.36
No. of
Scans

Type I Type II Type I Type II Type I Type II

1 1.392290 1.392290 1.392290 1.392290 1.392290 1.392290
2 0.758072 0.701766 0.701766 0.696191 0.696191 0.696145
3 0.599079 0.521641 0.489334 0.469113 0.465107 0.464138
5 0.508964 0.446917 0.390314 0.320960 0.288003 0.282078
9 0.471908 0.434391 0.287193 0.264847 0.190330 0.181270

17 0.459714 0.439503 0.265409 0.252440 0.152063 0.145398
33 0.456197 0.445779 0.259008 0.252168 0.140186 0.136419
49 0.455501 0.448493 0.257734 0.253109 0.137778 0.135195
65 0.455252 0.449974 0.257277 0.253786 0.136909 0.134950

co 0.454923 0.454923 0.256674 0.256674 0.135761 0.135761

Under these conditions, we have

Var
X1 + X3

=
g2

2 4
(2 + 202)

and

Hence,

Var Xi + X2 ± X3 0-2

3
=

9
(3 + 40 + 202).

Var + X2 ± X3 > Var X1 + X3
3 2 '

whenever 3 - 80 + 502 < 0 or, equivalently, when 3/5 < 0 < 1.
Thus, the preceding inequality holds so long as the correlation, 0,
between X2 and either X1 or X3 is sufficiently large to wipe out the
accuracy gains that usually accrue by increasing the sample sizes.

The preceding model applies without alteration to single -server loss
systems with Poisson input. If, in this instance, we take X1 = N1(0),
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Table IV - Variance of the switch -count load for various
lengths of observation period

Poisson input, a = 2 erlangs; delay -and -loss system, c = 4, d = 80

No. of
Scans

T = 0.48 T = 0.96 T = 1.92

Type I Type II Type I Type II Type I Type II

1 1.652174 1.652174 1.652174 1.652174 1.652174 1.652174
2 1.481714 1.352457 1.352457 1.173156 1.173156 0.987875
3 1.449704 1.367446 1.294822 1.172862 1.075209 0.931136
5 1.433250 1.387236 1.264970 1.194538 1.023479 0.934834
9 1.426839 1.402759 1.253287 1.215878 1.002992 0.954575

17 1.424778 1.412527 1.249524 1.230361 0.996354 0.971246
33 1.424188 1.418022 1.248446 1.238769 0.994449 0.981700
49 1.424071 1.419953 1.248234 1.241764 0.994073 0.985534
65 1.424030 1.420938 1.248158 1143298 0.993938 0.987519
co 1.423975 1.423975 1.248057 1.248057 0.993760 0.993760

T = 3.84 T = 7.68 T = 15.36
No. of
Scans

Type I Type II Type I Type II Type I Type II

1 1.652174 1.652174 1.652174 1.652174 1.652174 1.652174
2 0.987875 0.869191 0.869191 0.831006 0.831006 0.826225
3 0.832771 0.713694 0.649697 0.591226 0.568974 0.555158
5 0.746706 0.663085 0.514116 0.459861 0.382168 0.360649
9 0.711598 0.663341 0.454556 0.419120 0.287082 0.268209

17 0.700048 0.674474 0.434212 0.414579 0.251394 0.239647
33 0.696712 0.683611 0.428232 0.418021 0.240445 0.234105
49 0.696051 0.687254 0.427040 0.420157 0.238225 0133917
65
00

0.695814 0.689194
0.695502 0.695502

0.426612 0.424232
0.426047 0.426047

0.237423 0.234165
0.236361 0.236361

X2 = N1(T/2), X3 = N1(T), then 0 = exp [- (1 + a) (772)] and
Var L31 (T) > Var LP(T), provided T is small enough. Hence,
Var Vii(T) does not necessarily decrease as n increases. This simple
system is used next to construct examples in which Var LET) is
smaller than Var L., (T) .

For c = d = 1 and Poisson input, it can be shown that

R (t) = cr2e- (1+a)t.

Since, however,

Var L 00 (T) = lim Var L,I,(T) = lim Var LI 1 (T)
n --+ ca n -ie.

= 11111 1 InR (0) + 2(n - 1)R(T) + 2(n - 2)R(27),n2
+  ± 2RE(n - 1)71

0.2= - (T - t)  R (t)dt,
12 0
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a simple calculation shows that

2o2 1 e- (1-4-a) T 1
Var L,,,(T) = (1 ± a)T2[T 1+a+ 1+a j

Consequently,
Var Lip(T) < Var Loo(T)

whenever

4(r - 1 + e--1) > r2(1 + e-r), t -m-:- (1 + a)T.

The preceding inequality is satisfied so long as

0 < t -=.- (1 + a)T < 2,

and, for any given a ( >0), Var Lco(T) therefore exceeds Var LP (T)
provided 0 < T < 2/(1 + a). (It is easy to find examples of multi -
server systems for which Var LP( T) < Var L,,,(T). Illustrations of this
type can be found in Tables I to IV).

The preceding results admit of the following generalization: For
any given n (__. 2) and a, the inequality Var LY(T) < Var L.,(T) holds
provided T is small enough (see Tables III and IV).

We note next that the behavior of Var LY(T) as a function of n is
an immediate consequence of the following three properties : For any
given a and T,

(i) There is an n such that Var /AI (T) < Var LY.1_1(T).
(ii) If Var LI' (T) < Var Ly+,(T) for some n, then Var LY+k(T)

< Var .1414.k+i(T) for all k's.
(iii) lim Var Ly (T) = Var L.,(T).

Only the last of these three properties, which, of course, also holds for
type I measurements, can be regarded as evident. The other two do
not admit of a simple explanation since they reflect numerical at-
tributes of the covariance function whose impact is hard to anticipate.
Hence, the fact that (i) is valid for type II but not for type I mea-
surements appears to be essentially fortuitous. That Var L4(T) dis-
plays, as n varies, a simpler and probably more frequently observed
behavior than Var LI,' (T) does not invalidate the preceding remarks
since the monotonicity of Var L4(T), as n varies, does not follow in an
obvious way from general principles.

When all the parameters but n are prescribed, the ratios and, hence,
the inequalities between the variances of either type I and/or type II
measurements are independent of O. These inequalities can then be
expressed in terms of the correlation function p() =--=--- R( -)/a2, and it
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turns out that, for any n and all k > 0,

Var LW+ k (T) < Var L.(T),

provided p (r) is large enough. Some properties of Var a (T), regarded
as a function of n, are expressed next in terms of p.

Except for the offered load, a, which is allowed to vary, let all
parameters be prescribed and let p (t) be the correlation between two
observations made t apart. As sketched in Fig. 16, p (t) has the follow-
ing properties valid for all t's (see also Figs. 17 and 18 for closely related
results) :

(i) In loss systems, p (t) decreases monotonically as a increases and
tends to 0 as a tends to infinity.

(ii) In delay systems, p (t) increases monotonically as a increases
and tends to 1 as a tends to the critical load c.

Let n be the smallest n for which 141 (T) < L (T). As stated above,
this inequality is satisfied whenever p (r) is large enough. Hence, by
means of (i) and (ii), we may conclude that

(1) In loss systems, n cannot increase as a increases (see Table I).
(2) In delay systems, n cannot decrease as a increases (see Table II).

Furthermore, since for all systems considered here, p (t) decreases
monotonically as t increases we have

(3) In delay -and -loss systems with arbitrary defection rates, n
cannot decrease as the length of the observation period increases
(all other parameters being kept fixed). This is illustrated in
Tables III and IV.

As the number of waiting positions increases, so does p (t) and we
therefore also have

(4) In delay -and -loss systems with fixed a, c, and j, n cannot in-
crease as d increases. (This assertion can be partially checked
by comparing the data of Table I with those of Table II.)

II 0) a p(t)

1

LOSS SYSTEM

a

a
0 OFFERED LOAD 0 OFFERED LOAD c

Fig. 16-Correlation between two observations made t apart vs the offered load.
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[Note that for the values assigned to the parameters, the delay -and -
loss system of Table II actually behaves like a (pure) delay system
and, practically speaking, this table pertains to such a system. In the
title of this table, however, the term "delay -and -loss" and the state-
ment that d = 80 are retained so as not to obscure the conditions
under which the computations were made.]

As can be seen from Tables I to IV, the difference between
Var LW (T) and Var L (T) is quite small and is certainly negligible
in practical situations. The phenomenon studied in this section is of
interest, however, because it contradicts a well -rooted feeling that a
greater amount of information cannot entail a loss of accuracy ; more
important, however, is its implication that the common notion that
the variance of the switch -count load can be regarded as the sum of the
variances of the "source load" and of the switch -count error' is not
unconditionally valid.

VIII. THE AUTOCOVARIANCE FUNCTION FOR SEQUENCES OF
LOAD MEASUREMENTS

For the purpose of forecasting and/or controlling traffic volumes
on trunk groups and switching devices, carried -load measurements
are frequently performed over successive (nonoverlapping) intervals.
The statistical analysis of such sequences of observations depends
essentially on a knowledge of the autocovariance function (defined
below). We shall therefore show how it can be computed by means of
the variance formula derived in Ref. 1 and then describe some prop-
erties of the corresponding autocorrelation function.

From here on, we assume that all measurements are of type I and
designate by L (t, T) the switch -count load over (t, t + T] [L (0, T)

==7 L.(T)]. Then the autocovariance function, 61.k (T), for a sequence
of observations performed over the nonoverlapping intervals (0, T],
(T, 2T], (2T, 3T], , is defined by

ank(T) .=- Cov I L.(0, T), L.EkT , (k + 1)T]}, k = 0, 1, .

For given n and T, this covariance is easily calculated for any value
of k as soon as Var L,..(mT) is known for m = 1, 2, . . . , k + 1. Indeed,
for k = 1 we have (by the formula for the variance of sums of corre-
lated variables)

4 Var Len (2T) = 2 Var L (T) + 2 Coy EL. (0, T), L.(T , 2T)j,
so that
ani(T) ---..- Cov EL. (0, T), L.(T , 2T)] = 2 Var Len (2T) - Var L. (T).

Similarly, for k = 2, we have

9 Var Lan(3T) = 3 Var L. (T) + 4 Cov [L.(0, T),L.(T , 2T)]
+ 2 Cov EL. (0, T), L.(2T , 3T)],
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so that

61,2(T) = 1 Var L3.(3T) - I Var L(T) - 261.1(T).
Hence, by a simple inductive process, we obtain the following
expression :

k2 k
dink(T) = --i. Var Lk.(kT) - Ln(T) - (k - 2)51.2(T)

- (k - 3)&3(T) -  - 261.,k -1(T)
By means of these formulas the (auto)correlation function, r (k)

--.. 6tnk(T)/0, was computed for some loss, delay, and delay -and -loss
systems. These results, which are presented in Figs. 17 and 18, suggest
the following properties. In loss systems, the coefficient of correlation
r(k) for fixed k(1) increases monotonically as the load decreases and
satisfies the following inequalities :

0 16 r(k) _._. ro(k) < 1,

where

Furthermore,

ro(k) .- lirn r(k).
.-.0

11,0(k) --- lim I1(k) = 0.
a -1.co

In (pure) delay systems, the behavior of r(k) is quite different. In
this case, r(k), for fixed k > 1, increases monotonically as a increases
and

ro(k) <= r(k) r,, (k) = 1,
where ro(k) and r.(k) are defined as above. (Note that ro(k) is inde-
pendent of the number of waiting positions.)

The dependence of r(k) on a is somewhat more complicated in
delay -and -loss systems. In this last instance, I' (k), for fixed k(1),
first increases as a increases, reaches a maximum F (k), and then de-
creases monotonically as a further increases. r(k) now satisfies the
following inequalities :

rco(k) = 0 . r(k) 6 r(k),
where

r(k) . max 11(x) > ro(k).
a

It is easy to show that 61k = a -2r (k) is asymptotically exponential
for large values of k. But, as can be inferred from the behavior of r(k)
(see Figs. 17 and 18), deviation from exponentiality is rather pro-
nounced for small k's. Hence, the assumption sometimes made in
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practice that eank, regarded as a function of k, is exponential requires
further investigation. In this connection, it seems that, at the very
least, any fitting covariance function, Genk, should not be subjected to
the requirement that (Brio (T) = Var Ln(T).
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Fig. 17-Correlation between load measurements made over nonoverlapping
intervals of unit length (Poisson input).
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Fig. 18-Correlation between load measurements made over nonoverlapping
intervals of unit length (Poisson input, delay -and -loss system).

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented numerical examples that shed con-
siderable light on the behavior of the variance of the switch -count load.
In particular, they show that, for relatively low offered loads, the
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variance in question increases as more waiting is allowed by the system
while the converse holds at sufficiently high offered loads. But when
the same variance is studied in terms of the carried load, a much simpler
picture emerges : for a fixed value of this parameter the variance of the
switch -count load always increases when either the number of waiting
positions and/or the number of sources increase. And a decrease in the
defection rates has a similar effect on the variance of the switch -count
load as an increase in the number of waiting positions. As we have
shown, these properties can be explained by a combination of simple
probability and traffic considerations.

But the results of this paper are not exclusively qualitative. On the
contrary, the charts illustrate that waiting, in general, affects the
magnitude of the switch -count load variance to a degree that cannot
be ignored in practice.

The reasonings by which we have explained the qualitative behavior
of the switch -count load variance can be expected to hold for more
general inputs and service -time distributions. The basis for this state-
ment is that the "hole -filling" argument of Section VI remains mean-
ingful since, to maintain the carried load at a given level, more calls
must be offered when fewer of them are allowed to wait, and this fact,
of course, is not affected by the shapes of the interarrival and holding -
time distributions.

An unexpected result of our investigation is that the continuous
load measurements are not minimum variance estimates of the carried
load and that (discrete) scanning does not necessarily entail a loss
of accuracy.

Finally, as we have shown, the variance formulas derived in Ref. 1
make it possible to compute exactly the autocovariance function for
sequences of switch -count load measurements which are thus brought
within the purview of time -series analysis. This, in turn, should help
evaluate the performance of traffic -control methods based on load
measurements.
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An algorithmic procedure for designing hybrid FIR/ IIR digital filters
is proposed and evaluated in this paper. The design is implemented as a
two -stage optimization in which a Hooke and Jeeves optimization pro-
cedure is used to optimize the IIR component of the filter and the McClellan
et al. optimization procedure is used to optimize the FIR component of the
filter. To evaluate this method, a set of eight low-pass filters were designed
in which a single complex conjugate pole pair was used as the IIR com-
ponent. The resulting designs were compared and contrasted with standard
IIR low-pass filters and the optimal FIR, linear -phase, low-pass filter in
terms of multiplications, storage, and group delay properties.

I. INTRODUCTION

A wide variety of digital filter -design methods have been proposed
and studied in the past several years.' -9 Generally, these design methods
can be classified as analytical or algorithmic, depending on the form
of solution of the approximation problem which is used. Additionally,
the resulting designs are classified as finite impulse response (FIR) or
infinite impulse response (IIR), depending on the filter properties. FIR
filters have the property that they can be easily designed to have
exactly linear phase. Furthermore, linear -phase FIR filters can be
designed to approximate an arbitrary magnitude response to within
given tolerances by using a sufficiently high order. IIR filters cannot
achieve a linear -phase response exactly, but are capable of approximat-
ing sharp cutoff filters with considerably lower order filters than are
required for the FIR designs which meet identical magnitude specifica-
tions.° Thus, for many practical filter applications, there is a trade-off
between the exact linear -phase response obtainable using an FIR filter
and the reduced filter order obtainable using an IIR filter.

In this paper, a hybrid design is proposed which bridges the gap,
somewhat, between the FIR and IIR filters. The hybrid filter is a par-
ticular class of IIR filter where the degree of the numerator of its system
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Fig. 1-Hybrid FIR/IIR filter.
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function is significantly higher than the degree of the denominator.
Thus, it is reasonable to consider the hybrid design as a cascade of

an Mth-order IIR filter with Nth -order FIR filter, as shown in Fig. 1,
where N >> M. In the designs discussed here, M is set to 2* and N is
in the range of 27 to 51. The idea behind this hybrid design is to in-
corporate the good features of both 'IR and FIR filters, yielding a
resulting filter which can meet arbitrary design specifications with a
significantly smaller filter order than is required by the FIR filter alone,

and with a smaller group delay variation (i.e., more phase linearity)
than is normally obtained by the IIR filter alone.

Based on the above discussion, the hybrid filter of Fig. 1 can be put
in

H (z) = HIIR (Z)HFIR (Z)) (1)

where, by assuming a second -order denominator as mentioned above,

and

HUB, (Z) = (1 _ peo z-i) (1 _ 0 z--9
1

N-1
HFIR(z) = E hgn)z-n,

n-0

(2)

(3)

where p is the radius of the pole in the z plane and 0 is the pole angle.
(Although we have used a second -order IIR filter in eq. (2) and in the
examples of this paper, the design approach is general and can be

applied to other orders of IIR sections as well.) The overall filter is

decomposed into a cascade of sections for two reasons. The first is to
emphasize the fact that the hybrid filter is most readily realized as a
cascade of an HR filter with an FIR filter. In this way, the direct form
structure can be used to realize the FIR section so as to fully utilize
the symmetry in the impulse response due to the linear phase condition.

* Cases where M = 1 were also studied but have not led to any useful results.
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The second reason that this cascade of sections is used is because it
separates the design problem into two distinct parts; one which is
fairly simple and one which can be solved using a well-known FIR
approximation method."

To obtain the best second -order denominator hybrid filter approxi-
mation to the desired specifications, the parameters p and B of the IIR
filter are systematically varied, and an optimal FIR filter is obtained
for each set of parameters using the design program of McClellan et al."
An alternative method of obtaining such a hybrid design would be to
use a different type of algorithmic procedure (e.g., Ref. 8 or 9) and
simultaneously vary both the numerator coefficients and the denomina-
tor coefficients. Unfortunately, since the numerator order is so much
higher than the denominator order, these optimization methods are
not always successful.

In the remainder of this paper we discuss the hybrid filter -design
algorithm and present some typical results on low-pass filter designs
obtained with this method. Then we compare and contrast the resulting
designs with some standard IIR low-pass filters including Butterworth,
Chebyshev, and elliptic filters, and with the optimal FIR filter. The
bases of comparison are the number of multiplications per sample, the
group delay variation, and the storage requirements. We conclude
with a discussion of the properties of the hybrid filters.

II. DESIGN ALGORITHM

Since the algorithm is being applied to the design of low-pass filters
(although it is equally useful for any arbitrary magnitude function),
the desired frequency response of the system 1-1/(ejw) is of the form

Hr (e ) = 1jw I

0 2rF,, r, (4)
0 w 21-F,

where F,, and F8 are the passband and stopband edges, respectively.
The tolerances are (4 in the passband and 8, in the stopband. Thus,
IHr (Ow) I , the magnitude response of the composite system of Fig. 1,
satisfies the inequalities

1 - 57, 5_ Hr (e jw) I 5 1 5 0 <w < 27F
0 5 I Hr(ei'91 <5, 2rF. 5 W S r.

The method in which the individual magnitude responses of the IIR
filters and the FIR filters are chosen is shown in Fig. 2. Initial values
are chosen for the IIR coefficients p and 0, based on the location of the
highest Q -pole pair of an elliptic filter which meets the tolerance scheme
of eq. (5). The reason for this choice will be discussed later.

(5)
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Fig. 2-Block diagram of the design algorithm.
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Based on the initial values of p and 0, a set of design specifications
for the FIR filter is obtained from eqs. (1) and (5) of the form

! I //FIR (Ow) I
I Hint (e"') I 1 HIIR (el') I

0 5: I HFIR (e56) I
5.

I IIIIR (Ow) I

Equation (6) specifies the appropriate parameters (the band edges,
desired values, and weighting) for the McClellan et al. arbitrary magni-
tude FIR design program." The final parameter required is N, the
filter length. An initial guess of the value of N is made, and the design

program yields the optimal FIR filter for the given specifications. A
control loop is used to find the smallest value of N which can be used

to meet the given input specifications.

0 5 co .. 2rF,

21-F. -5 co 5 T.
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Once the minimum N (for the given values of p and 8) is obtained, an
outer loop optimization program is used to vary p and 0 to obtain the
minimum value of N as a function of p and 0. The algorithm used to
find the optimum values of p and 0 is the well-known Hooke and Jeeves
optimization.'2 Generally, the Hooke and Jeeves algorithm is capable
of optimizing a continuous function of (several) continuous variables.
However, for this problem the function EN (p, 0)] is not continuous, but
instead is discrete (integer) valued. To handle the problems created by
this discrete -valued function, fairly careful control over the variation
of p and 0 had to be maintained. To illustrate this point, Fig. 3 shows
a typical contour of the variation of N as a function of p.

The minimum of this function occurs at the point labeled A. How-
ever, because N (p, 0) is discrete, it is possible for the optimization
algorithm to prematurely terminate on flat regions such as those
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Fig. 3 -Typical contour of N as a function of p.
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labeled B and C. To minimize these difficulties, a careful choice is
required of the initial step sizes, Op and AO, used by the Hooke and
Jeeves algorithm to vary p and 0. For example, if Lp is too large, the
algorithm may not find the "valley" of the function. Similarly, if Ap
is too small, the algorithm may "hang up" on a flat region as it reduces
its step size. Successful choices of 4 and AO appear to be approxi-
mately one-half the distance across the "valley" of the function (e.g.,
one-half the distance between the two points labeled D in Fig. 3). For
the examples in the next section, the choices Op = 0.005, AO = 0.02
(radians) yielded good results. Figure 4 shows another example of the
variation of N as a function of p and 0. Here we can observe that there
are two reciprocal minima of N as a function of p. If the optimum po

outside the unit circle is found, the corresponding optimum value of p

inside the unit circle can be found by taking the reciprocal of po.

A factor that strongly affects the efficiency of the algorithm is the
initial choice of p and 0. If accurate initial estimates of p and 0 are used,
they can result in a significant speed-up of the design method. As

stated earlier, good estimates were found to be the location of the
highest Q -pole pair of an elliptic filter which meets the same tolerance
scheme. Other good estimates appear to be the highest Q -pole pair
locations of the Chebyshev 2 and Chebyshev 1 designs which meet the
same tolerance scheme. For greater assurance that an optimum has
been found, several of these starting points may be tried to see if the
algorithm converges to the same value of p and 0.

Another factor that strongly affects the efficiency of the algorithm
is the strategy of the control loop for varying N (see Fig. 2). Generally,
it was found that a good initial guess of N after changing p and 0 is
the previous value of N. An efficient strategy for increasing or de-

creasing N to find its new minimum then appeared to be a "tree"
search (or log search). That is, N is incremented or decremented by an
amount AN, depending on whether the previous choice of N yields a
design which meets the specifications in eq. (6). On the next trial, AN
is reduced by one-half, and the process is repeated until AN = 1. The
search can be terminated sooner if at any stage the FIR design is
sufficiently close to the tolerance requirements (e.g., within 1 percent)
given in (6). Other variations on this strategy are also possible.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Using the hybrid filter -design algorithm of Fig. 2, several low-pass
filters were designed, ranging from narrow -band to wide -band designs.
Table I gives the filter specifications (band edges and ripple tolerances)
for eight low-pass filters, along with the resulting IIR pole position, the
length of the FIR section, and the length of an optimal linear -phase
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Table I - Low-pass filter design

Filter
Example

Filter Specifications Optimum Hybrid
FIR/IIR Design

Equivalent
Optimum
FIR Design

Highest Q -Pole
of Equivalent

Elliptic Design

F,, F. by a. p 0 (rad ) N NFIR pe Os (rad)

1 0.05 0.075 0.01 0.001 0.9636 0.3363 39 109 0.9776 0.3238
2 0.1 0.125 0.01 0.001 0.9761 0.6817 50 107 0.9807 0.6367
3 0.15 0.175 0.01 0.001 0.9787 0.9979 51 108 0.9768 0.9530
4 0.2 0.225 0.01 0.001 0.9859 1.3133 51 105 0.9746 1.2684

5 0.05 0.125 0.005 0.0005 0.9634 0.3601 31 44 0.9534 0.3401
6 0.1 0.175 0.005 0.0005 0.9390 0.6805 27 43 0.9453 0.6605
7 0.15 0.225 0.005 0.0005 0.9582 0.9935 31 43 0.9482 0.9736
8 0.2 0.275 0.005 0.0005 0.9516 1.3127 29 42 0.9416 1.2927

FIR filter which also meets the design specifications. The first four
examples are filters with a fairly narrow transition band (0.025),
whereas the last four examples are filters with a wider transition band
(0.075). As seen in Table I, the reduction in length of the FIR filter in
the hybrid, from the optimal FIR linear -phase filter, is on the order of
1.5:1 to 2:1-i.e., there is a fairly significant reduction in FIR filter
length.

Figures 5 to 7 show examples of the magnitude responses of filters
nos. 1, 5, and 2, respectively. Figure 5a shows the log magnitude
response of the IIR filter, Fig. 5b shows the log magnitude response of
the FIR section, and Figs. 5c and 5d show the linear and log magnitude
responses respectively, of the composite filter. It can be seen from
these figures that the response of the IIR filter makes the requirements
for the FIR section significantly easier to obtain. For example, the
required tolerance near co = 7T is on the order of -15 dB in order that
the composite response be more than 60 dB down at this frequency.

Figures 6 and 7 show examples of some undesirable characteristics
of the frequency response which can occur in the composite filter. In
these cases, there is a ripple of the magnitude response in the transition
band of the filter.* Since there is no real constraint on the composite
filter response in the transition band, this behavior is not unreasonable.
The question becomes one of whether or not a filter with a ripple in the
transition band is acceptable. In general, the answer to this question
is that it depends on the intended application. In some cases, this
behavior is acceptable, in others it is not.

Table II gives the approximate height of the transition band ripple
for each example of Table I. In example 5 (see Fig. 6d), the transition
band ripple is down by 17 dB and may be perfectly acceptable. In
example 2 (see Fig. 7d), the ripple peak amplitude is about 1.06-i.e.,

' Note that the pure FIR filter does not have such a peak in the don't care region.
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Table II - Transition band ripple for Table I examples

Example

Height of Transition Band Ripple

Magnitude dB

1

2 1.06 0.5
3 1.16 1.29
4 1.52 3.64

5 0.14 -17
6 0.022 -33
7 0.11 -19
8 0.063 -24

it exceeds the passband maximum response by about 6 percent. Gen-
erally, such large ripples render the filter useless in many applications.
One way to combat this nonmonotonicity of the magnitude response
in the transition band would be to constrain the pole of the IIR section
to lie within the passband of the filter. Another possibility would be to
constrain the response of the FIR section beyond the passband edge
to guarantee monotonic behavior of the magnitude response. Either
of these alternatives would lead to higher values of the FIR filter dura-
tion, thereby somewhat negating the gains of using the IIR filter.

IV. COMPARISON OF HYBRID FILTER DESIGNS TO OTHER
CONVENTIONAL DESIGNS

The hybrid FIR/IIR design represents a trade-off between an FIR
design and an IIR design. The usefulness of such an approach depends
strongly on how it compares with other conventional designs. To il-
lustrate where in this scope of design alternatives a hybrid approach
might be competitive, we have compared the hybrid examples designed
in Section III to examples of five other conventional low-pass filter
designs. These designs included the optimum finite impulse response
(FIR) design, the Butterworth (Bur) design, the Chebyshev type 1
and 2 (CHEB 1, CHEB 2) designs, and the Cauer elliptic (ELLIPT) design.

In Fig. 8, the various designs are compared on the basis of the num-
ber of multiplications required for their implementation. In the FIR
designs and the FIR parts of the hybrid designs, the symmetry of the
impulse response was exploited. In the IIR designs, it was assumed that
a conventional implementation of cascaded second -order sections was
used and that coefficients of value 1 and 2 are not implemented with
multiplies. Figure 8a shows the results for examples 1 to 4 in Table I
and Fig. 8b shows the results for examples 5 to 8.
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Fig. 8-Comparison of filter designs on the basis of the number of required
multiplications.

The results of the comparison in Fig. 8 indicate that the hybrid
design is often more efficient than the Butterworth design and is
slightly less efficient than a Chebyshev 2 design for the same magnitude
specifications.

A second criterion used for comparison was the group delay. Figure 9
shows plots of the group delay for each filter design for example 8. The
FIR filter had the largest fixed delay at zero frequency, but its group
delay was exactly flat (i.e., zero dispersion) across all frequencies. The
hybrid design had a relatively flat component across most of the pass -
band with most of its dispersion near the edge of the passband and
within the transition band. The next least dispersive design appeared
to be the Chebyshev 2 design, followed by the Butterworth, elliptic,
and Chebyshev 1 designs.
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Another measure of dispersion used to compare the designs was
the maximum minus the minimum group delay across the passband.
These results are plotted in Fig. 10. Obviously, the FIR design had
exactly zero dispersion in these examples. The next best contenders
appeared to be the hybrid and the Chebyshev 2 designs, followed by
the elliptic, Butterworth, and Chebyshev 1 designs. In three examples,
the order of the Butterworth filter was larger than what could be ac-
commodated by the available design program, so these results were not
included. It was essentially the large required order of the Butterworth
filters that prevented them from having favorable group delay
characteristics.

A final comparison was made on the number of data storage loca-
tions (i.e., state variables) necessary for the implementation of the
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Fig. 9-Comparison of group delays of various filter designs for example 8.
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Fig. 10-Comparison of filter designs on the basis of group delay deviation (max. -
min.) in the passband.

filters. These results are given in Fig. 11. In this respect, the FIR

designs and the hybrid designs did not compare as favorably to the
recursive designs.

By cross -comparing the above characteristics, it is possible to obtain
a good insight into the various trade-offs involved in each filter design.
Obviously, no single approach stands out as being superior over all

other designs in all respects. The choice of a given design must be
weighted according to the needs of a specific application.
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Fig. 11-Comparison of filter designs on the basis of required number of storage
locations for state variables.

V. CONCLUSIONS

An algorithmic procedure has been proposed for designing hybrid
FIR/IIR digital filters. The procedure is based on the use of a well-
known FIR design algorithm for designing the FIR part of the filter,
and it is coupled with a well-known optimization algorithm which is
used to design the IIR part of the filter. A set of low-pass filters designed
in this way were found to have characteristics in between those of
optimal FIR designs and conventional IIR designs.
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Several properties of the design algorithm have been discussed in de-
tail as well as methods of choosing initial starting points and techniques
for speeding up the algorithm. Because of the nature of the FIR/IIR
design, it was found that ripples could occur in the transition band. In
some examples, these ripples were found to be objectionable, i.e., their
amplitude exceeded that of the passband gain although the constraints
imposed by the algorithm for the passband and stopband regions were
completely met. Thus, an issue which needs further investigation is
that of incorporating additional constraints in the algorithm to control
the amplitude of the transition band ripples which can occur in such a
hybrid filter design.
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Filter Response of Nonuniform
Almost -Periodic Structures

By H. KOGELNIK

(Manuscript received September 8, 1975)

The filter response of nonuniform, almost -periodic structures, such as
corrugated optical waveguides, is investigated theoretically. The filter
process, leading to reflection of a band of frequencies near the Bragg fre-
quency, is treated as a contradirectional coupled -wave interaction and
shown to obey a Riccati differential equation. The nonuniformity of the
structure is represented by a tapering in the coupling strength (e.g., the
depth of the corrugation) and by a chirp in the period of the structure.
For small reflectivities, the filter response is a Fourier transform of the
taper function. For large reflectivities, the Riccati equation was evaluated
numerically and plots are given for the response of filters with linear and
quadratic tapers and with linear and quadratic chirps.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent papers',2 have reported the fabrication of wavelength -selec-
tive filters in the form of corrugated, thin-film, optical waveguides and
have described the evaluation of the filter characteristics by means of
tunable dye lasers. These papers include a numerical comparison of
experimental and theoretical results on the nature of the filter response
caused by a gradual tapering in the corrugation or grating strength
(which we call "tapers"), or by a gradual variation of the effective
grating period (called "chirping"). The present paper describes in some
detail the theory by which these numerical results were obtained ; it
offers a discussion of the general characteristics of nonuniform grating
filters, such as their scaling properties and the symmetry of the filter
response ; and it provides a more complete collection of plots represent-
ing numerical results for linear and quadratic tapers in the coupling
strengths as well as linear and quadratic chirps in the effective grating
period. Periodic waveguides serve as band -rejection filters with a
center frequency determined by the Bragg condition

K = (w), (1)
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where K = 2r/A is the grating constant or spatial frequency, A the
grating period, and 13 (0)) the propagation constant of the waveguide
mode of interest. The filter mechanism results from the backward
scattering of the light by the periodic structure which we describe as a
contradirectional coupled -wave interaction. For its analysis, we use
the coupled -wave formalism3,4 which allows adequately for the deple-
tion of the incident light.

Problems similar to ours have been encountered in other coupled -
wave processes. Codirectional coupling in nonuniform structures has
been investigated in connection with microwave directional couplers," -7
holography,' and tapered optical directional couplers.' Our present
problem of contradirectional coupling in nonuniform periodic structures
has been considered by Uchida° who analyzed structures with ex-
ponential tapers and by Hill and coworkers" -'3 who use a numerical
method based on the iteration of a pair of coupled -mode integral
equations. Another possible method is to approximate the nonuniform
structure by a set of short uniform elements, each represented by a
known matrix, and use matrix multiplication to calculate the proper-
ties of the compound overall structure. Kermisch8 has applied such a
technique to codirectional coupling in hologram gratings. As described
below, we have used yet another method where we reduce the pair of
coupled -wave equations to a single Riccati differential equation, which
can then be solved by tested numerical techniques such as the Runge-
Kutta method.

II. RICCATI EQUATION FOR THE REFLECTION COEFFICIENT

Following coupled -wave theory, we assume a periodic, single -mode
waveguide with an electromagnetic field which can be represented by
two contradirectional coupled waves in the form

E(z) = R(z)e-00. S(z)eisoz, (2)

where R and S are the complex amplitudes of the forward- and back-
ward -running mode. These amplitudes are linked by the standard
coupled -wave equationsm

R' ji3R = -jrcSe-10 (3)

and
S' - jr3S = ficReio, (4)

where we have allowed for a phase -shift ck of the periodicity relative to
the origin (z = 0). The prime indicates differentiation with respect to
z. The coupling coefficient it is related to the amplitude of the wave -
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guide perturbation (e.g., the height of the film corrugation), and
formulas for specific guides with specific perturbations are given in the
literature.m." The measure 6 (w) indicates the frequency deviation
from the Bragg condition and is defined as4

6 = )3 - K/2 = 13 - 130 c:`,..1 Liw/vg) (5)

where $ = K/2 is the propagation constant at the center (Bragg)
frequency, Aco is the radian frequency deviation from that frequency,
and v is the group velocity of the guide.

We consider, now, structures in which both the coupling coefficient
K (z) and the grating phase (1)(z) are slowly varying functions of z,
indicating the nonuniformity in the grating parameters. We assume
that the structure has a length L and extends from z = - L/2 to
z = L/2. The boundary conditions for our scattering problem are then

R(- L/2) = 1, LS (LI2) = 0. (6)

The key to the reduction of the coupled-wave equations to a single
differential equation is the definition of a local reflection coefficient p (z),

The z -derivative of this is

AS' SR' .,., 8 \
k R R2 34' R j e .

S=
R
-e- ;A

J., (7)

(8)

Combining the above expressions with (3) and (4), we obtain a Riccati
differential equation for p which is of the form

p' = j(26 - 4')p ± jrc(1 ± p2). (9)

The boundary condition for this equation follows from (6) as

p(L/2) = 0. (10)

Our quantity of interest is the reflection coefficient p(- L/2) of the
entire structure, or the corresponding reflectivity pp*. What we call
filter response is the dependence of this reflectivity on the frequency
(or wavelength) of the light. Results for the response curves of specific
taper functions are provided in later sections, but first we study some
of their general properties.

III. FOURIER-TRANSFORM RESPONSE AT LOW REFLECTIVITIES

When the reflectivities are low, we expect a simple relationship
between the taper function 1c(z)0(2) and the response function p(6).
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This relationship follows from the assumption of an undepleted incident
wave or the use of a first Born approximation."," It is easily derived
from the Riccati equation (9) by substituting a new variable a de-
fined by

p = gel (28Z-0)

which obeys the differential equation

a' = jscEe-j(15.-0) cr2e/(2ax-14 ) J. (12)

When reflectivities are low, the term proportional to al can be neglected,
and we can integrate this equation with the result

a(-L/2) = -j
L/2

dz  K (g)  e (-j 2521-0)

J -L12
(13)

This shows that, apart from phase factors, the response function p(15)
is the Fourier transform of the taper function K (Z)  ea° (g)

IV. SYMMETRY OF FILTER RESPONSE

Let us now consider the conditions for which the filter response is
symmetric, i.e., for which

PP* (a) = PP*( -6). (14)

To simplify our discussion, we assume that the filter structure can be
described by a real and positive function lc (z) and an arbitrary phase
function 45(z). Then the Fourier transform relation (13) predicts that
the filter response is symmetric (a) if 4)(z) = 0, or (b) if both K and 4)
are symmetric, i.e., if K (Z) = K z) and 4)(z) = -z). Relation (13)
is valid for small reflectivities only, but we get the same answer from
the Riccati equation (9), which is valid for all reflectivities. To dem-
onstrate this, we take the complex conjugate of (9) and write the
result in the form

(-p*)' = j (-28 + (-p*) jK[1 (- p*)2]. (15)

If we replace 8 with -(5 and 4/ with -4/, this differential equation for
( -p*) is the same as the differential equation (9) for p, and (as the
boundary conditions are also the same) it predicts the same reflectivity
pp*. While replacing ö with -6 simply means that we are looking
at the other side of the center frequency, replacing 40' with -4/ means
that we have replaced the original filter structure with another one.
For a structure with symmetrical K (z) and 4(z), we have 4)' = -4/(-z),
and the above replacement means that we have physically reversed the
filter. Since the structure is lossless and reciprocal, the reflectivity is
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0

Fig. 1-Linear taper functions K (z) for the taper constants T = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2.

the same at the input and output port of the filter, and condition (b) is
proven. Condition (a) for 0' = 0 is easily proven by inspection of (15).

V. SCALING OF FILTER RESPONSE

In the general case, the Riccati equation (9) has to be evaluated
numerically. To make the numerical results more broadly applicable,
it is convenient to introduce the normalized quantities z/L, (5L, KL, and
4/L. It follows from (9) that two filters of different length (labeled 1
and 2) have the same reflectivity at the frequencies oiLi = 52L2 if their
taper functions obey the scaling rule

Ki
-L

(z
,
) L1

L
= K2 ( Z

2

) L2

o; ( L-zi ..z.4

) LI = 4,21 ( Tz-2 ) L2.

(16)
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VI. TAPERED FILTERS

Tapered filters are structures where the coupling coefficient K (z)
varies along the length of the device. For simplicity, we consider here
tapered filters with no chirp (4 = 0). At the center frequency (8 = 0),
we can write the Riccati equation (9) of such a filter in the form

dp = jK(z)dz, (17)

which is easily integrated to yield for the reflection coefficient
L/2

p(- L/2) = -j tanh
L/2

f dzdc(z). (18)
-

This is similar to a result found by Kermisch8 for codirectional inter-
actions in holograms.
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(b)

10

Fig. 2-Frequency response of filters with a linear taper for the taper constants
T = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 and values of (a) KoL = 7/4, (b) KoL = 7/2, (c) KJ.' = 3r/4,
and (d) KoL = 7r.
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6.1 Linear tapers

In a linearly -tapered filter structure, the coupling coefficient K (z)
varies as

K = Tz/L), (19)

where the constant T indicates the degree of the taper. Figure 1 shows
a sketch of this taper function for five values of T including the cases
of no tapering (T = 0) and full tapering (T = 2). From (18) and (19),
we calculate the reflectivity of linearly -tapered filters at the center
frequency (6 = 0) as

pp* = tanh2(KoL). (20)

According to rule (a) of the previous section, the filter response of
tapered filters is symmetric. Figures 2a through 2b show the filter
response of linearly tapered filters for positive frequency deviations
and five values of the taper constant T. The curves are the result of a
numerical evaluation of (9) using the fourth -order Runge-Kutta
method. Response curves are shown for values of KoL = r/4, 7r/2,

37/4, and r, and we notice a washing -out of the zeros in the response
curve with increasing amounts of tapering.

6.2 Quadratic tapers

A filter with a quadratic taper is characterized by a coupling coeffi-
cient K(z) that varies as

K = Ko (1 -12 TZ2/ la2) (21)

The particular form of this expression has been chosen to make the
reflectivity at center frequency (6 = 0) independent of the constant
T, and equal to

pp* = tanh2(KoL) (22)

as calculated from (18). Figure 3 shows quadratic taper functions for
five values of T. For positive T the curves are concave upward, and for
negative valued T they are convex upward. Figures 4a through 4d
show the numerically evaluated response curves for the same values
of T and four typical values of KoL. We note that the concave upward
tapers produce very high side -lobe levels in their response characteris-
tics, while the side -lobe levels can be very low for the convex upward
tapers. The side -lobe levels of the tapers with T = -6 (emphasized
by the thicker lines) are the lowest with about 2 percent in reflectivity.

VII. CHIRPED FILTERS

A variation of the grating period along the length of the filter is
called a "chirp." Chirped filter characteristics may also be due to a
variation of a waveguide parameter such as the refractive index or
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- L/2 0 L/2

Fig. 3-Quadratic taper functions K(z) for the taper constants T = -6, -3, 0, 6,
and 12. The curves intersect at the points z = ±L/2 .15 and K = KO.
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the guide height or width. We have chosen the phase function 4(z) to
represent all variations of this kind. We are, therefore, dealing with a
perturbation proportional to cos (Kz + 4)) with constant spatial fre-
quency K and a variable phase shift 4(z), which can also be viewed
as a perturbation with a variable, or chirped, spatial frequency
K + AK (z) , where

AK (z) = o' (z) ,

or as a perturbation of variable period A + AA(z), where

AA (z) AK (z)
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Fig. 4-Frequency response of filters with a quadratic taper for the taper constants
T = -6, -3, 0, 6, and 12, and values of (a) KoL = 7r/4, (b) KoL = 7r/2, (c) KoL
= 37r/4, and (d) goL = 7r.
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A chirped grating period implies that the (local) Bragg frequency
changes along z, which results in a general broadening of the filter
response.

7.1 Linear chirp

A periodic structure with a linear chirp is described by a linearly
varying spatial frequency which we write in the form

AK (z) = 4)'(z) = 2Fz/L2, (25)

where the constant F is a measure for the degree of the chirp. The
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Fig. 5-Frequency response of filters with a linear chirp for the chirp constants
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corresponding phase function is

ct. (z) = Fz2/L2.

For the grating period we have

AA (z) _ AK(z) = F A 2z
A K - 27. L' L

(26)

(27)

For the difference AA of the grating periods at the center (z = 0) and
end (z = L/2) of the device, we obtain
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Fig. 6-Frequency response of filters with a quadratic chirp for the chirp constants
F/27r = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1, and for ,L -values of (a) it/4, (b) r/2, (c) 3r/4, and
(d) r.
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which allows us to express the chirp parameter F in terms of the total
number of periods N = L / A in the form

F = 27  N  AA/A. (29)

According to symmetry rule (b), the response of a filter with a linear
chirp is symmetric. The discussion in Section IV implies that a reversal
of the sign of F will not change the filter response since this operation
simply means that we have turned the two -port structure around to
measure the reflectivity at the other port. The filter response as ob-
tained from a numerical evaluation of (9) using the fourth -order
Runge-Kutta method is shown in Figs. 5a through 5d. Again, we have
chosen for ,cL the values 7/4, 7/2, 37/4, and 7. We have included the
curves for the unchirped filters (F = 0) and shown the responses of
five chirped filters up to a chirp constant F/27 = 3. We note that the
chirp washes out the zeros and broadens the response.

7.2 Quadratic chirp

For a periodic structure with a quadratic chirp, we write the spatial
frequency variation in the form

AK (z) = 0' = 12Fe / Ls (30)

using F as a chirp parameter. With this we get for the phase function

4) = 4F (z / L) 3.

The variation of the grating period is then given by

AA (z) F A. i 2z V
A 27 L kL f '

and the difference between the periods in the middle of the
(z = 0) and the device ends (z = ±L/2) becomes

AA AA (0) - AA (L/2) F A.
A - A 27 L

(31)

(32)

device

(33)

Again, we can express the chirp parameter F in terms of the total
number of periods by

3F = 27. N  AA/A. (34)

The filter response of a periodic structure with a quadratic chirp is
asymmetric. If we reverse the sign of F in this case, we are dealing
with a different structure which has a different filter response. Accord-
ing to the discussion of Section IV, this new response curve is the
mirror image of the response of the original filter relative to the center
frequency. The response, as obtained by a numerical evaluation of (9),
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is shown in Figs. 6a through 6d for four values of KL. Curves are given
for chirp parameters up to F/21- = 1. We note that with increasing
chirps the asymmetry of the response curve increases with the side -lobe
levels increasing on one side and decreasing on the other side of the
center frequency. Most of the zeros in the response are preserved and
shifted somewhat, and there is a small shift in the frequency of peak
reflectivity. There appears to be no significant broadening of the main
lobe of the response for the parameters selected.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have described the filter characteristics of nonuniform periodic
waveguides on the basis of coupled -wave theory. We have also shown
that the filter response is described by a Riccati differential equation
and have presented solutions for linear and quadratic tapers of the
coupling coefficient and for linear and quadratic chirps in the grating
period. The results can be used as an aid in filter design and to predict
the effect of imperfections introduced during device fabrication.
Quadratic tapers appear to be a promising choice when filter charac-
teristics with low side -lobe levels are desired.
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A Simple Method for Estimating Five -Minute
Point Rain -Rate Distributions Based on

Available Climatological Data

By W. Y. S. CHEN

(Manuscript received August 27, 1975)

This brief presents a method for estimating 5 -minute rain -rate
distributions based on climatological data for over 250 locations as
published annually by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admini-
stration (NOAA). A maximized 5 -minute rain -rate distribution, which
is believed to be more appropriate for use in predicting rain attenua-
tion, is also introduced.

The sample form in Table I, showing the NOAA method of computa-
tion of maximum short -time rates of rainfall for the years 1896-1935, is

taken from Ref. 1. On this form are shown the storms of July 14, 1912,

and September 2, 1922, at Washington, D. C. The times of beginning
and ending of the storms and other data are entered on the "Obs.
Precip." line, which shows the precipitation at consecutive 5 -minute
intervals up to 50 minutes from the beginning of the period of excessive
precipitation, as copied from Weather Bureau records. The "Incre-
ment" entries are computed directly from the figures on the line above.
The maximum precipitation shown for any storm is the maximum for
the time period indicated by the figure in the column heading, and is
determined by selection from the 5 -minute increments. For example,
in the 1912 storm, the maximum precipitation indicated for 5 minutes
occurs in the sixth increment, that for 10 minutes is found by combining
the fifth and sixth increments, and that for 20 minutes is found by
combining the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh increments. In the 1922

storm, the stated maximum for 5 minutes is half of the eleventh
increment, which is for 10 minutes. The 10 -minute maximum is the
eleventh increment, but the 15 -minute maximum is the second,
third, and fourth together.
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The present NOAA method, adopted with data for the calendar
year 1936, gives the maximum fall of precipitation for periods of 5 to
180 minutes, the amounts being taken for the periods in which the
fall is greatest for the given length of time without regard to a pre-
scribed starting or sampling time and is tabulated for 5, 10, 15,
20, 30, 45, 60, 80, 100, 150, and 180 minutes. A sample' of the NOAA
climatological data for maximum precipitations in 1972 at Miami,
Florida is shown in Table II. Yarnell reported that the maximum
5 -minute precipitation, as determined by the newer method (post-

1935), exceeds the maximum of the earlier method (pre -1935) by
8 to 10 percent. Similarly, comparisons for the 1 -hour maxima showed
a 4- to 5 -percent increase.'

The procedure for obtaining 5 -minute rain -rate distributions, based
on available climatological data since 1896, is as follows.

(i) Multiply the maximum precipitations for the time periods 5 to
180 minutes by the following factors :

Time Periods in
Minutes

5 0.917
10 0.922
15 0.926
20 0.931
30 0.938
45 0.948
60 0.957
80 0.966

100 0.973
120 0.979
150 0.986
180 0.990

This table is made up from the formula

F = 1/(1 + 0.096e-0ol26e),

where t is the time in minutes. (Omit this step for 1935 and
earlier data.)

(ii) Convert the maximum precipitations into increment rates by
taking differences between all pairs of adjacent elements in
succession.

This formula was obtained by fitting an exponential function to the two observed
values reported by Yarnell: 1/F = 1.09 at t = 5 minutes and 1/F = 1.045 at t = 60
minutes.
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Table II - Excessive short -duration rainfall (from Ref. 2)
Year 1972

Maximum Precipitation in Inches (5 to 180 Minutes)

station ana
Date 5 10 15 20 30 45 60 80 100 120 150 180

Miami
Feb 2 0.25 0.45 0.49 0.60 0.75 0.79 0.81 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.88
Mar 5 0.26 0.44 0.49 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.58 0.78 0.78 0.78
Mar 17 0.28 0.31 0.36 0.38 0.39 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
Apr 1 0.25 0.36 0.40 0.53 0.55 0.62 0.63 0.63 0.67 0.75 0.77 0.82
May 6 0.14 0.27 0.37 0.40 0.58 0.70 0.82 1.05 1.25 1.37 1.40 1.50
May 10 0.19 0.32 0.39 0.48 0.55 0.70 0.76 0.80 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81
May 18 0.45 0.65 0.85 1.05 1.55 1.72 1.75 1.76 1.76 1.76 1.76 1.76
May 18 0.35 0.48 0.63 0.78 0.87 1.07 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15
May 19 0.25 0.44 0.55 0.71 0.93 0.94 1.02 1.05 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07
May 20 0.29 0.53 0.60 0.66 0.77 0.82 0.87 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92
May 22 0.25 0.35 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
May 26 0.60 1.16 1.40 1.42 1.62 1.90 2.07 2.07 2.07 2.09 2.11 2.11
May 31 0.28 0.31 0.32 0.32 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.44 0.65 0.65
Jun 1 0.40 0.70 0.80 0.90 0.91 0.95 1.07 1.09 1.11 1.11 1.11 1.11
Jun 11 0.60 0.90 1.00 1.20 1.80 1.95 2.00 2.01 2.05 2.07 2.17 2.24
Jun 11 0.30 0.52 0.60 0.65 0.83 1.20 1.38 1.45 1.50 1.53 1.56 1.65
Jun 12 0.40 0.62 0.70 0.73 0.90 1.15 1.32 1.52 1.74 1.74 1.79 1.82
Jun 26 0.25 0.33 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35
Jul 11 0.55 0.85 1.00 1.05 1.07 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08 1.08
Jul 19 0.22 0.30 0.50 0.60 0.80 0.89 0.91 0.91 0.92 1.16 1.16 1.18
Jul 31 0.25 0.50 0.52 0.54 0.57 0.59 0.62 0.70 0.74 0.77 0.82 0.84
Aug 6 0.35 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
Aug 15 0.41 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45
Aug 23 0.22 0.43 0.47 0.50 0.55 0.57 0.58 0.85 0.90 0.93 0.95 0.95
Aug 28 0.45 0.65 0.86 1.20 1.70 1.85 1.97 1.99 2.00 2.01 2.05 2.05
Sep 4 0.27 0.32 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35
Sep 4 0.20 0.33 0.40 0.45 0.62 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65
Sep 24 0.30 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.92 0.93 0.95 1.05 1.20 1.22 1.25 1.27
Oct 3 0.22 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35
Oct 28 0.33 0.60 0.68 0.75 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78
Nov 15 0.27 0.36 0.43 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.58 0.62 0.68 0.72 0.75 0.75
Dec 4 0.20 0.35 0.40 0.45 0.55 0.75 0.90 1.00 1.07 1.15 1.18 1.20
Dec 15 0.30 0.36 0.39 0.43 0.55 0.65 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.82 1.08

(iii) Obtain the uniform 5 -minute rain rates for those elements
with time intervals greater than 5 minutes. For example, be-
tween 20 and 30 minutes, assume two 5 -minute intervals with
equal rain rates that are equal to half of the 10 -minute incre-
ment rate ; similarly, between 30 and 45 minutes, 5 -minute
increment rates are one-third of the 15 -minute increment rate,
etc.

(iv) Find the distribution based on the 5 -minute rain rates as
obtained above.

Twenty randomly selected rainstorms taken from Ref. 1, Table I,
were used to test the accuracy of the method. The result in Fig. 1
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Fig. 1-Five-minute rain -rate distributions for 20 randomly selected, heavy
rainstorms.

shows that the distribution computed by this method is in good
agreement with the actual 5 -minute rain -rate distribution. The actual
distribution was obtained from the "Increment" entries in Table I
and the estimated distribution (Fig. 1) was obtained from the "Maxi-
mum for Period" entries with those for periods 25, 35, 40, and 50
minutes deleted. The deletion was made to enable the original data to
conform to the published data. It is seen from Fig. 1 that the error of
the estimated distribution is small compared with that of the actual
distribution. The trend of the error indicates that the higher the rain
rate, the smaller the error. The maximum error in the range of interest
is in the order of 5 percent.

The 1972 Miami data given in Table II were also processed using
this method. Thirty-three heavy rainstorms occurred at Miami,
Florida, in 30 days during 1972. The resulting 5 -minute rain -rate
distribution is shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 2.

A similar distribution can be obtained from the post -1935 NOAA

data using the method by skipping the first step. The distribution
curve thus obtained will lie above the 5 -minute randomly sampled
distribution and will be called the maximized 5 -minute distribution.
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Fig. 2-Five-minute rain -rate distributions for Miami, Florida (1972).

Since this new distribution is expected to be closer to the 1 -minute
rain -rate distribution, it is believed to be more useful than its corre-
sponding 5 -minute rain -rate distribution for the purposes of attenua-
tion estimation.' The maximized 5 -minute rain -rate distribution for
Miami, Florida, in 1972 was obtained and the results compared with
the 5 -minute rain -rate distribution obtained above, as shown by the
solid curve in Fig. 2. It should be noted that, in a low rain -rate region
of the distribution ( <3 in./hr.), there exists a problem of "thresholds."
This is the subject of the companion paper.4
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Dependence of Rain -Rate Distribution on
Rain -Gauge Integration Time

By S. H. LIN
(Manuscript received September 17, 1975)

An important problem in designing terrestrial and earth -satellite
radio systems at frequencies above 10 GHz is the radio outage caused
by rain attenuation. Since rain -rate statistics vary significantly from
year to year, long-term rain -rate distributions are needed in radio path
engineering to meet a given reliability objective. This paper and Ref.
2 together describe a method and the necessary data sources to obtain
20 -year distributions of 5 -min rain rates at about 250 locations in the
U. S. A.

In this paper, a "5 -min rain rate" corresponds to the average value
of the randomly varying rain rate in a 5 -min interval and is calculated
as OH/T, where AI/ is the 5 -min accumulated depth of rainfall and
T = 5 min = 1/12 h is the rain -gauge integration time. Similarly, a
"T -min rain rate" is the average rain rate in a T -min interval.

The "excessive short duration rainfall data" for about 250 locations
in the U. S. A., published by the National Climatic Center,' records
details of those rainfalls which exceed a threshold which is a function of
rain -gauge integration time T as shown in Table I. For example, the
thresholds are 76 and 20 mm/h for T = 5 and 60 min, respectively. A
method for obtaining 5 -min rain -rate distributions from these long-
term (> 20 years) data is described in a companion paper.'

A straightforward extension of this method allows us to obtain rain -
rate distributions appropriate to other integration times, such as 10,
15, 30, and 60 min. Figure 1 shows 20 -year distributions with various
integration time in the New York metropolitan area. The distributions
for the New York metropolitan area represent an average of those
obtained from LaGuardia Airport, Central Park, and Newark Airport.

The thresholds noted in Table I, however, indicate that the rain -rate
distributions processed from these data are accurate only in the range
above the thresholds. The 5 -min rain -rate distribution above 76 mm/h
is generally sufficient for engineering terrestrial radio paths at fre-
quencies above 10 GHz in the eastern or midwestern U. S. A. For
engineering long terrestrial paths in the western U. S. A. or for milli-
meter -wave satellite radio links, distributions for rain rates less than
76 mm/h are needed. Fortunately, the long-term hourly precipitation
data published by The National Climatic Center3.4 contain all rainfalls.
As a result, the low -rain -rate portion of the 5 -min rain -rate distribution
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Fig. 1 -20 -year distributions of rain rates in the New York metropolitan area.

can be estimated by applying an empirical conversion factor, which we
now derive, to the hourly rain -rate distribution.

From Fig. 1, we obtain the relationship between 5 -min rain rate and
60 -min rain rate at several probability levels. This is displayed in Fig. 2.

Table I - Thresholds of excessive short duration rainfalls

Duration 7'
(min)

Minimum
Depth of
Recorded
Rainfall

(in.)

Threshold
(T -Minute
Average -

Rain Rate,
mm/hr)

5
10
15
20
30
45
60
80

100
120
150
180

0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.50
0.65
0.80
1.00
1.20
1.40
1.70
2.00

76.2
45.7
35.6
30.5
25.4
22.0
20.3
19.1
18.3
17.8
17.3
16.9
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Fig. 2-Relationship between 5 -min rain rate and 60 -min rain rate at the same
probability level in the New York metropolitan area.

Additional results from Miami, Florida and McGill Observatory,
Canada,' shown in Fig. 3, indicate that this relationship varies signifi-
cantly with geographic location. However, such geographic variations
are removed if the rain rates of Fig. 3 are normalized with respect to
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Fig. 3-Relationships between 5 -min rain rate and 60 -min rain rate at the same
probability level in New York, Miami, and McGill Observatory.
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a geographic -dependent, characteristic rain rate Rc. Let us define a
dimensionless variable,

RRT)(T) = RRT)
'

(1)

as a measure of the normalized rain rate R(T). Since the purpose of
introducing Rc is to remove the geographic variable factor in the rela-
tionships in Fig. 3, Rc must be geographically dependent. A reasonable
choice for R, is the average 60 -min rain rate R(60). For Miami, the
New York metropolitan area, and McGill Observatory, R (60) is 3.6,
1.7, and 1.1 mm/h, respectively. Figure 4, which incorporates this
normalization, indicates that the long-term relationship between X(5)
and X(60) is almost the same for Miami, the New York metropolitan
area, and McGill Observatory. Figure 5 shows similar results for T = 10
and 30 min. These relationships can be approximately described by
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Fig. 4-Relationship between normalized 5 -min rain rate and normalized 60 -min
rain rate at the same probability level.
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where the coefficient a(T) and the exponent n (T), as functions of inte-
gration time T, are plotted in Fig. 6. We note that the relationships in
Figs. 4 through 6 hold only in the long term (e.g., 20 years). The short-
term (e.g., <5 years) results can deviate significantly from the long-
term average relationship.

The moderate region (30 mm/h < R < 76 mm/h) of the 5 -min
rain -rate distribution can be estimated by applying the empirical con-
version factor to the 60 -min rain -rate distribution whose threshold is
20 mm/h in the excessive short -duration rainfall data. Furthermore,
long-term hourly precipitation data are available for about 3000 loca-
tionsmin the 13. S. A. The National Climatic Center has processed some
of these raw data to obtain 10-yr (1951-1960) distributions of hourly
precipitations at 105 locations.4 Therefore, we have a procedure and
the necessary data sources to obtain long-term distributions of 5 -min
rain rate covering the entire range of interest to the design of both
terrestrial and earth -satellite radio systems. For example, Fig. 7 shows
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Fig. 7-Long-term distributions of 5 -min rain rates in Miami, Atlanta, New York,
Boston, Denver, and San Francisco.
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the 5 -min rain -rate distributions obtained by this method for Miami,
Atlanta, New York, Denver, Boston, and San Francisco.
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